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UR ENER Y SQUR C $;1-fi SUN

51-Univerke. As favi.as stars

far, as life on th Aanet
/

larges nor the.smellegt,thq °Wes_

on

go,

goes, it

cedest. Aiteolj prs . Ots-,,It- a 5, 4 4'

Stated simply, th s' Aeari, that our sun li
rj

a good many7Yes.of life still ,remaini
. we.

Suh has been prOvtUfn the .1440 wt tti near

ss number of stars found in the

y very nrtw hy. However, as

rtant. certainly -not the

.

ouniest, the hottest nor the

'sequence" 'tspg tral.class "S" Star.

n average-rum, the -mill star with

about f ve 11-lon years the

ail of its energy We tan co fit on

to continuei,'Wgo-l§o for then

:close enough to'enab

is the on

ftiie de ail

The earth revolve i inqun n in an elliptical orbit at a diStance

4

approximately 93 million miles. ,fit this distance, t'btakes liheandother
_

radiant energy from the sun about' and dn -half-minut to reach earth.
t

Becaaseeofthe sji etcentric,itya th'e earth's orbit, we a e-someWhatonw

4.
U.-the-sun during-wTnter months that" in summer. The sun and the moon, when'.

,Niewed in the sky, appear to be approx lately theisame size;. roughly,

appear to have an ngular diame 1/20. owever, the moon-is only.

240,000 miles away When one realizes, that the dia ter of the sun is about

864,000- miles or over three times the distance
1,

from the earth to the moon, one

begins -to, appreciate.how larg the sun real=ly is. The vofunie of the sun is about

__ ,

1;300,000 times tha fIpeeath.Themass.ofthe sun can be determined. by

_

measUrtngxitsAraVitatilonal effett. 9n the eath.and is foundato ,be about

30 !

x 10 kilogramor-about 330X00 times t.of the-earth; K owing the mass



and the voluMe, one can calculate the sues aver ensity; thi

be 1.4 grams/cubic centimeter. On, earth this would normally sU

'material in the solid 'Or.liquib state, HoWever,.uncier -extreMe -pressure-And'

JeMperature, gases also :have' densities of -this-:-Oder,,- PresAirejeOhe interior

of the'sun probably . reaches 1 x 10, .pounds/inth , while yqd will recall

riormal Atmospheric pressure'on the earth is 'bout 14.7 Pounds/ifich-:

lrbeiun,-1ike the-,earth rotates on its a- from ewes.

sun's equato is inci i ned aboOt -7` o the plane of the ecliptic

the apparent -path of the :sun 4titm0V4'throughthe sky among the

Unlike the earth its perio(fOf*rbtation varieS. with letitude;,th4per10-.Of

,rotation on its equator: (0° latitude is tlightlyJess than 25 eartlaYs:.
, , .. ,1..*...,.

---,..- .

tie period increases 7-about 33.deys in its Wier regions. These 'differences
.

.

-

-.

ire possible because of the gaSeobs natbreof the.tun Such periods .can be

determined by studying the doppler shift:with espectroscorre or, for -.that matter,

by merely observing the movement of sunspots across the face-of the sun.

The sun is made up of various layers; the boindaries- are rather

indistinct and represent areas where certain dynamic protetses give way to,others.

The'part of .the sun that we see is called the photosphere. It is a relatively.

thin layer about 200'or 300 miles thick. Study of this "surface" using proper

filters reveals bright granular areas 300-600 miles' in diameter surrounded. by.a

darker background. These are not permanent features end last only for a few.

inutes. The patterns are probably caused by hot gases moving upward at a

iqtlocity of about 1 mile/Second while surrounded by cooler, darker looking

g

gases. ¶he temperature of the photosphere is about -o K,J
o
K stands for

i

degrees Ke1vi-n.1- AAelvin degree is the sale size.as Celsius-degree; however;



the. Ke V or #bsolute temilrature scale starts ouf,at- absolute zero, or.- 7300

- 27e)). The density of 'the 6hoi6sphere:is perhaps about 1/1000 that

he earth's° atmosph at sta level .

eotly beneath the ,ph itosphervJs- the convective ayer,

----aba4-51:4000---intles-thic , died with violent convecti-ve-currents-transferni

energy up.from the radiation zone. _Mt radiation zone extends downward towards

the core. Here energy is transferred up4ard chiefly ,by waves of ridiatict

veling at the speed of 1 igrlt (186,000 mile5/second). By the time we, reach
I %

" e

the core; find temperatbres in the 'neighborhood of 16,000,000 K (25,000,0(

r,
ancr pressure's onelki,litindred billion tifrids, laeger than atmosphertc

earth. It-pis here that continuous thermonuclear reactions

discus these reactions, the source 'of -the sun's energy, 1

outer yers of the sun.
4 .

pressure on

Before-:
L

__s examine the

CliROMOSPHER_
7

REVERSING LAYER

RADIATION ZON.f.)

CONVECTIVE 2ONE.

PHOTOSPHERE

not drown t scale.)



Just-above the photosphere sa cooler layer ,(about 5000 °K} called

x .

the,reVersing layer.. Tt is'talled this because-it absorbs and then reradiates

some-:of the energy-passing through it in all directionr. ,ch absorption

Jesuit§ in the charaCtieristilt dak-linecspedtra (Fratinhofer lines) 'seen

5,414
p.

( .

4
agains i the continuous,spectrum produced by'the photos here. These are

observed and photographed-in spedtrographic studies of the sun. He ium As-
4

.

fir d iscovered on.the.sun in this way. AbSo tion sRectra show that,--approx-

\ ..- ..

*ate-1y 70 elementsexist on.thesun,:_The figlemost abundantelemen_s are

L.
,hydrog6190%)- hefium (10%), oxygen +.0%11. nitrogen4(; 03%)- and Carbon (. 2%).

os.

Moving still outward we find:the.region known.ds the chromosphere.

.
. ,4 P -t -% .. , . ,

This.eXtends about_6000 miles or More,abovethe photosphere. Wheirsbeci)al

.
.

elpipmbnt is used to block out the bright baCkground light from the photoSpilfre,

this reddish- appearing region can be seen. The color istlue tq the most

undhnt gas-. hydrogen, found in the region. ,Hydrogen gas has a strong- red
-

spectral line. Mst,,,qf'th'e gas fn the upper -part oUthe-chromosphere is ionized.

I, 1

0

.Mons are atomSwhic-hhave lost or gained elctrons and iherefore'carry an
A

f
,

electric charge.).. The temperatUre in the upper reaches the chromosphere

hfgh., (15_00,000°K or higher).Hpwever,_ the pressure 'Its very low.

(Finally we reach the corona. ale white hale extends one or two sun

diameters beyond the sun and -'4 be -e(eadily,seen ring aitotal solar eclipse. It

can also be6obsermed'at other times Using a, apronagr_ph. The corona appears to be

, -made ,up of oharged ortic (protons especially)` streaming away from the -sun at

4.

velocitiesotseveral thousand miles per'second-. Here. the temperature-is.very

high': 1 millien degress '1. However, the-pressilm istexceedingly low creating

an palmot perfect vacuUm. Consequently, this temperature is a kinetic



temperature Based on
.

the .iverage'kineti energy of the movi40 particles.

equtlibrium rAistith temperature ofian "object placed in the.co a' would

much lower; in fatt,'it woulCbe'extreMely, ad were it not,for_energy received'

by radiation frOm.the photosphere. Theso-called "sdlar.wind" is believ

to -be merely an extension of .the coaona re'ichtng- at. beyond ,earth and the

other Otelets of dur solar'system.
A.

, A number of dynaMic transitory 'phenomena are observed occurring at,

vaFfous levels in the sdiarNptmosphere..., .Sunspots, which apkar d;, slightly

darker ireakon the sun's surface, may deveilo p4ecidlly in a narrow regibn
.

400
u': mj

about 40-, north or uth of the ecuator. These a'pper_to follow an )1 year

qYclejn wh4ck.Telar activity rises and then falYsL Smaller sunspots ate about

the size of the earth;, larger ones copid hold.thousands of earths._

Prominences, condensed streams of hot luminous gai1, canbe seen, at

*.

times ex "ending thouSandS of miles into he corona~ =When ,s9en against the back-
, /

ground of the sun they appear as darker filaments,.often taking an arch

)

.shape as they lobp back to the surface. These relatively lon6-lived phenomena

seem td originate near sunspot groups. Flares are bright, ,shitirt-lived phenomena

reaching their greatest intens4ty in a matter of minutes and lasting, perhaps:,

as long as an hour. Themgually originate from plage, bright areas ,bordering
.\t,

sunspots.

One flare may release as muchenergpas one billion hydrogen bombs;

-Wit were not for our earth's'protective magnetic field and atmosphere,

Tingle solar flare couldhwi0 out all life on earth with its x7rapand ultra7,,

violet rays. On the surface-of the .s404- small bright spots have been identified

in x-ray studies. These are shattered ov the surface of the sun a d are not

6
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restricted to certain regions aS sun spits are. fey appear to be assaclated
(

with%local areas of 'intense energy emission. Even within the solar corona,

great explosions have been recently observed; these have been called "coronal

transients": llugh quantities Of materials) hUndreds oikthousends of tons, ';'
.

are turled outward 'into spate at enormous velocities..
I

It can be seen that our nearest star is in a constant ate d

transformation. It i fortunate that the earth is far enoughtrom this violent
,

4 1 A *
rotating sphere of gases to, enjoy a continual stream of_radiation.at intensities

)

that are both safe and ssential to life.

10



SECTION II

PR-ODUCT ,ON ON THE SUN

Occasionally one hears,the sun described as "a hot.ball
.

. A

This, of course, is a very poor description since the gases on the sun

A
are not burning in the usual sense of the word. Burning refers to a chemical

'process where a material combines with an oxidizi g agent, often oxygen,' in

an exothermic reaction giving off heat and light ergy.. The process occurring

on the min is

by which most. of our heat energy on earth i5 now derived (burning oil, gas,

1

a nuclear reaction and quite different from the chemical reactions

coa14,etc.). C emical reactions involveiearrangem4nt,of the electrons 0

the atoms; nucl ar reactions involve changes within the nucleus itself. The

energy release associated with nuclear reactions-is enormous compared to that

associated with chemical reaction involving the same quantity orMatter.

There are several kinds of nuclear reactions. For example there

area number of naturally occurring radioactive substances such as uranium,

thorium, etc.; usually these are relatively heavy elements. Spontaneously,

some of the, nuclei in-atoms of these marials undergo a nuclear change in

which a particles (helium nuclei) or 0 particles (high-speed electrons) are

given off. Such emissions change the nucleus into a new element with a lower

atomic number and,weight orinto a new element with the..s4pe atomic weight but

with a higher atomic number,` Through a series of such changes, these atoms

ultimately become stable, nonradfoactive substances having smaller atomic

weights and numbers.
ti

A-very few, kinds of nuclei undergo a different sort of change. A

nucleus of the- isotope.dranium 235 (235 is the'massInumber or atomic weight),

when bombarded with low energy.neutront,may capture one and become unstable.,

-7-
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This causes it to split in two smaller nuclei s th asbarium,and kpypton

and at the same time giveoff several additional neutrons.plus a large amount

of energy.. This is th-d b

chain reaction in nuclear ower reactors. This' prOcess is known as. fission.

-qf the atomic bomb as well-as the controlled,

-

A third kina:bfi nuclear reaction known as nuclear fuslon ,invo

Or.t4if process.:It'ipplvo' the combining

ger nucleuS'with the-saseciLtent release of huge

process occurdri the sun ' In order for -st.ich- a reactidn

ust be extremely high, on the order of many millions of

entially the opposite
. 4,

-,
smill,nuelei into one

amounts of energy. This

to occur, temperatures

degrees. A fusion read Lion is therefore often called a thermonuclear reaction.

So far,.man has -not been able to produce a useful, contr011ed, fusion- reation;

he has, however, prod6 ecithe fusion or hydrogen bomb, a bomb df enormous

destructive capability/.
Ti

In order tO understand why these nuclear reactions are possible,

.

one needs to underst end the' relationship bftween atomic mass and binding ergy.

It cam,be shown that the mass of a nucleus -'is somewhat smaller than the mass

of the individual particles of which it is composed; this difference is known
ei ^

as the mass defect. Years ago, Einstein-proposed that mass and energy are

equivalent and are related by the relationshipE ,-.mc, where E is energy

measured in approp;'rfiate. un fs, M is massand c is.a constant the Seed of

light. The difference in mass between thesuM of the masses of individual
,

bartfCles that makeup a nucleus and the actual mass ofthe nucleus itselfthen.

,I
is

4

represents a certain amount of energy. This s the sme amount of energy that

would have to be/lexbended to break up a nucleus intcv individual particles;

-this is k sAhe binding energy.
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MAXIIMUK.

ATOMIC MASS

It can.be seen in the-diagram above that atoms of intermediate size

such as iron (Fe) are the most stable since they have the greatest binding

energy per 'nucleon.(nuclear particle), Increased stability tan therefore be
,

achieved by-more 'massive atoms giving off a. and B particles and ultimately

:becoming Smaller,stable-atqms. This can occur by certain larger, - unstable atoms

,

undergoing fission bre4King into smaller, intermediate-sized a Ms, or by

several smaller!atoms combining to form a larger, more -Stable nucleus. In each

case matter is converted twenergy according to Einst
2

n's equation E =

Fusion reactions can be seen as offering the largest release of energy per

nuclear particle.

Scientists believe that the sun and its planets formed out of a

large,Contracting cloud of.gas and Aust. As the sun grew larger ah&larger,

its graOtational force increased. It continued to attract more and more

matter and grew even,larger. -Finally, pressure and temperature increased in
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its interior until they reached that necessary to -airya fusion reaction.

It is estimated that the temperature of the core of the sun reaches 25,000,000°F

with pressure on the order of about one trillion pounds per square inch'.

It is almost impossible to conceive how hot this really is;, it has been said

that atiny piece of this material the size of the head of a pin one hundred

miles. away would be hot enough to burn one to a crisp. Physicists have

theorized' that there are two possible fusion reactions that can account for

the energy produced by the stars. ,One is known as the proton - proton reaction;

the otheOs the carbon nitrogen cycle. The latter one requires higher

temperatures than exist on the sun and is therefore an important process for

stars larger than the sun. Qoth reactions have the same end result: four

protons ogen nuclei) are converted into one helium nucleus. The series

of reactions in the proton --prgton reaction are given as follows in equation

1

fo=rm;

.0
+

H
2

1- 1

3

He
+

2

1-
H

1e0
e° + neutriho

1

H
1
= hydrogen nucleus

gamma ray

+ gamma ray

2

1

H-- . deuterium -
heavier isotope of
hydrogen

He = an isotope of helium
% 2

H
1

+ H
1

+ gamma ray

2H e

4
= common helium

1

e0 = positron

-1-

0_

He electron

In this reacti four hydrogen nuclei are converted into one helium

nucleus. Four hydrogen atoms have an atomic mass of 4 x 1.008 atomic mass' units

(a.m.u.'s ) while the resulting helium atom has an atomic mass of 4.003 a.m.u.'s.

No electrons are involved in this reaction and therefore their mass can be

14



ignored. This leaves a mass difference of 0.029 atomic mass units se that

roughly 0.7% of the matter has been converted to energy, according to the

relationship E = mc2 . Each second over 4 million tons of hydrogen ar nverted

to helium; nne can realize, then, that an enormous' amount of energy is

continually produced by the sun. It amounts to a power outptitt roughly' -

6 x 1023 h . It might seem that at this conversion rate the sun would soon'

run out of hydrogen. This is not the case; the sun is so massive that there

would still be plenty of hydrogen left after 150 billion yearS. other changes',

however; should limit the remaining life of the sun to about,5 billion years.

Most of this energy is produced deep within the.4gr-eof the sun where the

temperature and pressure are greatest. Ibis estimated that about one one-

thousandth of the solar volume produces roughly 50% of the total sun's energy.

Initially most of this energy is in the form of gamma radiation. Gamma

radiation is very high-energy electromagnetic radiation of the same sort as

x-rays, ultraviolet, visible light, infrared (heat), and radio waves. These

differ as to energy content; the shorter the wavelength (or higher the frequency).

the higher the energy content according to the relationship E.= hf where E

is energy, h is a. onstant (Planck's), and f is frequency.-

All electromagnetic radiation; travels at the speed of light. One

might assume,"then, that'the energy produced within'the sun arrives-at the

surface almost instantaneously. After all, it takes the sun's energy oply 8 1/2

minutes to reach the earth. However, this is not the case; it is estimated

that it takes as long as 20,000 years for the energy to reach the surface of

4
the sun. This is due to the numerous collisions which occur en route to the

surface; the closely packed protons, electrons, and other particles within the

5un boun'ce the gamma rays back and forth. In the process, the initial gamma
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radiation is converted to some of each of the kinds of electromagnetic

radiation mentioned above. At the surface of the sun, we find a distribution

of energy as follows: 'approximately 41% of the energy lies in the visible

light region with wavelengths between 3800 °A and 7600 °A. (9A'refers to an

-10Angttrom uniti 1 = 10 meters). Another 50% of the energy has wavelengths

larger than visible light and therefor- lies the infrared region; a' very

small percentage of this falls ih the radio wave-reg The rest, apprOximately

9%, has higher energy waves'in the ultraviolet or even,x-r --ion. These of

1

course are short, high-frequency waves. -

As might by expected, the energy released per unit area trf the sun's

surface is tremendous Each square foot of the sun's surface radiates energy at

the rate of about 7,780 hp. Another way of looking at this is that each square

centimeter of solar surface radiates about 100,000 calories per minute. A

Calorie is the amount of heat needed to raise the temperature orI gram of water

one Celsius degree. Still another way of looking at the energy emitted

terms of the brightness or luminosity of the sun. An ordinary 60-watt light bulbw--

may have a total light output of about 70 candlepower; the sun has an _put

;of 1,500,000 candlepower per square inch of surface. All of this energy is

Tadiatedoutward'in all directions. The earth is 93 million miles away- and

occupies a tiny spot in space. Only a small proportion ofthe sun's total radiani

energy sweeps across this tiny target. At the very top of the earth's atmosphere

approximately 1.94 calories per minute are received by each square centimeter

of a-surface aligned perpendicular to the sun's rays. While this may seem like

a very tiny bit of energy compared to that available at the sun's surface, it

still amounts to about one-half million hp/square mile. If this energy were able
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penetrate the earth's atmosphere intact and reach the-earth, it would

amount to approximately 210 trillion-hp; more than 500,000 times the caOaCity.

f all electric7generating plants in the United 5tates,

This average value of 1.94 calories/square centimeter/enue or 1.94

-Lan Oeys/minute is known as the solar constant. Actually it varies 3-lightly as

the earth sun distance changes during the year% There is some evidence that

this "constant. may vary 2% or-3% with changes in solar activity. Thi value

can also be expressed as 1360-watts/square meter. What happens to thi% energy

as it travels down through the earth's atmosphere and how much ultimately :arrives

at the earth's surface. will be discussed in one of the following sections.

222-022 0 = 94 2

1..7



THE EARTH
AR COLLECTOR SYSTE1

I

.

. .

$-----
/ .

.

Ideally, A Solar collector system should convert,radiant energy received
a

front the sun into usable energy formS, t should do this with hignely4ncy

and minimum loss: Since.the sun ,aoes. not provide a constant source of energy at

all times and places on earth, the system must have energy storage capability and

some mechanis)ri fOr energy transport when needed. Specific systemS will be discussed

later; in general- though they consist of 4 or 5 essential components:

OIALar-: The purpose if the glazing, or toyer for the collector is to

admit as much of-the incoming radiation as possible and at the same time

preNent'theconvective heat loss from within the ea-Hector. In other
4

words,the glazing must be transparent to incoming radiatign and opaque

to outgoing radiation. Here is where knowledge of radiation laws will

help., The wavelengths oAtlie maximum amount of radiation witted by an

object varies inversely with its ab)lute temperatUre: Ayein's. Law)

A ma J0K

The temperature of the sun's surfac is roughly 5800°K. Substituting
1

the equation:

cm°K
A max 58001(-

10 or

(often elLtromagnetic wavelengths is expressed in units of microns,

_

[lu = 10
-4 cm]). This places the maximum radiation &lifted from the sun's

surface in the ultraviolet region.

On the other'hand the temperature of the surface of the receiver is

much lower. For exampld, to start with, it night be about 15°C

-14-
8
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(64°F ar ?4134.K Thisqempera e haPpins

m6ntemperature of the earth.'

'A wave 1

.29 cm °K
max

288°K

rapproximate

= 10 cm or 10p

long. happens, to, be in the .middle of.-the infrared band. A good.

Oazing' materials would be one that would adMit ultraviolet and visible

-light but would be opaque to infrared. Glass-,fiberglass, and certain

Other plastics admit visible light and, in sok cases, ultraviolet but are

,opaque to infrared.

-1m
Collectfon Flale: Tbecollection plate is the. ptrt of the system that

intercepts the-sun's rays. Jdeally it s surface should be oriented at
(/

rigit abgles to the rays so that it .receives maximum energy per unit area. It

4 A
hould.absorb as much of the energkreceived as possible with minimum reflection,

cn- geral, thrS, -eans it will hale a dark color and relatively large surfate

area per unit volume. It should have good heat conductivity so that it can
.

.

readily transferenergy to the trnasparent medibm:: ,if.possible, it should= ave

A .
,

'a selective surface, one.which absorbs energy of incoming radiation readily

I

but reradiateS littleof the longer wavelength infrared., Man7made solar

collectors use copper, aluminum; steel, and soy plastics as collector-plates,

with black paintsir selective surfaces of other materials.

P
Energy Tranuort Mechanism: Since ever be moved over considerable

distancesi energy transt-t by convective means, either natural or forced,

is gene used, This means that,fluid such as air,''water,,



or mixtures of wa 1 -01 or- oth0 special .liqui s mint be use

,

Thes'e should have high -eatcapacity awl low viscosJty., they should also.,

cheap, noncorrosive, stable and'. not freeze uncle): desig conditions.
g

or pumps may be ne-oded to crea e pressure differentials in
.

order to produce sufficientfllow ra4e , in Some cases, '.tempera

differeKces between storage unit and collectoe-may be sufficient

provide _adequate convective flow. Copper'or aluminum trubing.is o

4

usedto -transport liquids while ducts 4374- used for air.

Energy StOrage Medium: This may be a reservoir of the same material
k,

Used,to transport )energy or it-may be a seArate substan e coupled

with the energy transport system through a heatexchaffger. ftshOuld

.)

have high heat capacity (high specific'heat) and it sliould be stable

at design temperature. Since lakrge quantitt s may be-required, it
A

must be rola vely inexpensive. .Substances uch as water, pebbles,

;sand, concrete blocks, etc" have been used. In addition, use-is

.sometimes made of substances= that undergo phase changes at-suita,ble,

design temperatures; the rather large,amount of.ener2y released or

absorbed in.such-changes minimizes the amount of materials needed_

1 Substances such as eutectic spits, salt hydrates, paraffin, etc.

being tested for tpis purpose.

Cont=ainers In order to minimize conduction, radiation, and convection

losses, the various components of the system must be contained and

17'

provided. with Sufficient insulation. The container holding the

collection plate may be met 1 fiberglass,. or,even wood. It,hould,

be resistant to ultraviolet degradation and temperatures of several

2 0



1,hun4ied agr (490,F Insulati m such as fiberglass,

fa* etc. can be Used to' m nimize heat loss.

n'operation, the
,

lyurethane

post- ioned so. that incoming

Tire glazing perMitsiation rel hes the c
. .

::., \.- -

tast of,the.ultravib etOd.,,v
_

.. ,, Is

smaTi.amount of energy is, absorbed ie Alazi g and an addl ional

prough,:it;0_,

-,

amount is reflected sack.' Thp ampunt deflected depends some extent
.

--.

on the ori ntbttan,of,the callector;less Tibht, ra 'ibsorbed-,and

1 .

tit,'

reflected when the. glazing is perpendicular to the sun' i,rays. *".
=.

Transmitted radidtion_ strikes the collector. plate. Again a small

_-
amount of ehergy is reflected; M01, however, is absorbed. The atoms

of the collector plate gain kinetic energy and the temperature rises.

Like any other body the col lector plate, radiates energy. However, its

temperature is low only infrared radiation is given off. The

1

glazing traps the infrared radiation and the air temper\ature above-

t

tHe 'collector pfete continues to rise. .1As the temperature inside

the container increases..conduction heaf losses increase because of

OtheAncre -d temperature dtfferenc between'inside)and out. Also, the

radiation asses increase due to their dependence on, the fourth power

of the :temperature. Eyentuall4( equilibrium is establjshed; the

temperature inside the collector reaches hme maximuM value. At

this point, the heat losses of all kinds just balance the_heat input.

kormally, as soon as the temperature of the collector is slightly above

the temperature of the energy storage medium,the energy transport

system becomes op

1

-able. Therefore, instead of eaching'some higher

)



static temperature the collector remains much cooler as, energy is

remOved,continuously.- As the sun's energy diminishes, a Rcint is
)

reached where the collector temperature drops below the tem rature

f the energy stordge medium. At this point the ttanspOitsystm

*

o longer circUjates the medigm through, the collect-r. If heat is

neede is,obtained,directly from the energy storage system.

Eventually_the tpmperatureof the storage mitium drops below the
k

collect:;pr tewperature and the cycle is ready-to,be repeated,

K. -0

Let us now look at theAarth in terms of a solar collector system

in space., The cross sectional area of the earth is that area lying

perpiendicblar to the sun's ard therefore equal ,to the area of

the collector plate,. sJust outside h earth's atmosphere energy`
r

2
arrives at the rate of 1:§4cal/cm /min or 1360 watt/meter. This

energy, if itwere to-reach the earth's surface undiM4nish.ed w

,

be spread out dyer the total surface area of eke earth's sphere as a

'reddit of the daily tatfon of' te earth. The area of..ia sphere is

2
4wr-4, therefore, the average energy available on each square centimeter

of the earth's sUr-faCe is 1/4-x 194 cal/min or .485 cal min assuming

noApIetion of,energy as it passes through the atmosphere.. This,

hOwever- is not the case. As we will see in the next section,

'reflection and reradiation amount to roughly- 60% of the incoming

radiatio9. This further reduces the available energy rate to

cal/cm /min or approximately .25 cal/cm
2
/min (or 170 watts/meter ).2 2-

Even so, this amount of energy exceeds by many thousands of times the

world's total energy use.

2 2,
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-The earth's upper atmosphere serves Wmirably as the glazing. It

is relatively transparent to most of the incoming radiation,except,,

luckily, the high energy ultraViolet which'Nf not 'stopped,
'

destroy all life on our plane Furthdrmor, it is opa to much

of the 1 wer_ene 6 radiaticin emitted by the earth. The lower

atm

storag Me ince the earth it, sphprical, parts of the earth's
- -

,surface are aligned at right angles to the sun's rays while other

° parts are aimpst pra11e1. It is obvious that in a course of a year

the equatorial regions wilikreceive much more energy than the polar

both-, as 'the energy transport system and an energy

region becauSe of'their orientation to-the sun's rays. Furthermore,

even during the course of a daydirect radiant energy received at

any location will vary from zero at night to some maximum value

,

near noon. The earth, therefore, needs an energy storage and transport

system. Convective currents of air remove, excess heat energy from
4

equatorial regions and move it to the polar region where it is needed.

Evaporative processes also tend to store and transport large amounts

of energy in the lower atmosphere in the form of water vapor. In

addition to acting as the,collector, the earth's surface .also acts as an 4

energy torage device. In partiC5ular; large bodies of water. with

high specifiL heat and high transmission of radiant energy (compared

to land) tend to adt-as good heat r rvoirs. Thus oceans aid the

atmosphere in energy transport. Details of each of these major processes

are covered in following sections. 4



,..--/I-SECTION IV

ATMOSPHERE, THE GLAZING

The earth's atmosphere is a mixture of various gases,:
/

Nitrogen,78 %,

Oxygen,21%, Argon,O. Carbon bioxide,0.03% and traces of others, including

Prie0M, . helium, methane, sulfur dioxide, nitrous oxide, and azone. 'These per-
,

centages are fairly constant to elevations of 511 to 100 miles At 500 to 1000

miles only the lightest gase6 like hydrogen and 'helium are found in abundance.

Water vapor, another gas found in the lower portion of the atmosphere, varies in

abundance up to ou0t 4 by volume

OF

In order to uhderstand the dynamic processesich occur in the atmosphere,

it-is necessary to know something about its vertical structure. Some important

data are summarized in the diagram below.
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The average height is about 40,000,feet (12,200 me rs

This ls the region where nearly 11 the clouds; moisture content,

and "weather" are `found. It is a regio4 of convectiOn'and vertical
,

mixing. The temperature decreases With altitude until. the tropopause

.

As reached;' this decrease jsxoughTy 3;6-0 f per 1000 feet (2.0°C per

305 meters)altitude. About 75% of all atmospheric mass in our
r

Jatitude is found here; ,the value .is seven higher for the tropics.

Tro ause:' This marks a place where the temperature begins to increase

with altitude,. forming an-inversion.

Stratosphere: This zone is roughly 20.miles thick, from 8 miles to

0 miles in height. The temperature increases with altitude froM

aboUt -55 °C to 0°C or even higher. It differs from the troposphere

,mainly in its low, stable, water vapor content, lack of clouds -and

increased ozone-content near its top. Ozone (03) is produced by the'

bombardment of oxygen,molgicules 0
2

) by intense ultraviolet radiation.
L

Here atmospheric density is.about 1/1000 of that near the surface.

The fewer molecules per unit volume of gas no longer effectively

Shield against the ultraviolet radiation.

Strato ause: Above tills boundary the temperature starts to drop again,.

Mesosphere: In mesosphere the pressure continues to drop; here

molecules-of oxygen andand nitrogen (N2) still per'sist. The distance

between molecules is becoming greater and greater. Near the top at a

height of about 50 miles, the temperature drops to nearly -100°C.

Here wefind ionation beginning to occur. Ions are atoms or molecules



with an electrical charge, that is, they ar not electricallineutral.

-They are produced here by the bombardment of gaseou,smolecules by

high energy Tadiation from the sun.

Plesopause ./Here aga,n there is a reversal

at this boundary.

thq temperature trend

Therfflosphere or Ionosphere: This xegion,extends from about. 50 miles

o.
to 350 Iles. The temperature rapidly-cliMbs, to over 1500-0 near th

top of the thermosphere. This region is characterized by considerable

4
electrical activity resulting from bombardment of molecules of gas by

high energy solar radiation. The high temperature is caused by th

presenceiof atomic oxygen (0), which absorbs certain wavelengths of

energy from the sun. Particles are so far apart that they travel

hundredS,Of feet before- colliding. The temperature is a kinetic

temperature rather than the usual equilibrium radiation- temperature.

P.
Thus an;Object placed in the atmosphere here would in much colder

than ecpected. Actually, the ionosphere is divided into d yumber of

layers;of special interest to communication engineers because of their

effect on the transmission or reflection of certain radio frequencies.

However, for r ur purpose, it is sufficient to know that most of the

gammaradiatio- x-rays, and some of the ultraviolet radiation is

absorped by the various layers of this region.-

Exosphere: Finally we come to the region which extends to outer space.

Here,are found the Van Allen radiation belts. The earth's magnetic

fief seems to be the dominant.factor in controlling the motions of

the articles found in this region.
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Now that we have examined the, vertical structure of the earth's

pherel.we are ready to examine more closely what effect this s on the

energy received from the sun as it enters the atmosphere and GO inues on its-
.

jourry to the earths surface below. Before reaching the atmosphere, there

has been-little losS'in the amount of radiation emitted from the sun. But now

the quanta begin to interact with the particles making up the atmosphere and

losses in energy can be expected. The losses that occur cause the-"depletion of

the solar beam". Various wavelengths are acted on selectively. High in-the

atmosphere, depletion begins as ultraviolet radiation when wavelengths shorter

than 2400°A Jer .24p collide with widely spaced oxygen molecules, (02), breaking

them into atomic oxygen,(0). Because of the low density of the gases, there is

little tendency for atomic Oxygen to recombine. These collisions remove most of

the'very high epergy radiation, including gamma rays and x-rays. At an altitude

f about 30 mills, suffidient 0 molecules exist to permit their conversion into

according to the reaction: 302
u '.// . 20-

Although-ozone exists in the atmosphere in amounts of only .2, ppm

(.2 parts per mi4lion), it plays a Major role-in screening out ultraviolet,

radiation. Nearly -all ultraviolet radiation below .3,p is absorbed by the 0B,

roughly 2 to 3% of the original radiation entering the atmpsphere. This energy'

absorption causes the temperature rise mentioned earlier. ',Only 1 to 3% of the

total energy received on. the earth's surface is ultraviolet.-

As the solar beam continues scattering of the shorter wavelengths

(blue) of visible light occurs. -At 4 -tOSUlt;-- the sky'appearslilueand tti S.1111

-yellow or orange. The bluish light which would have readied an observer directly

from-the:sun is scattered in `all directions by nteractionswipi molecules.



About 6% of he- original radiation is scattere bad( out to space by the upper

o os here. Most ofthe'visible light arriving from thesun does manage to.

penetrate tO the surface and accounts for' between 45 and 50 percent of the tOtalx

energy received there. TwO gases, carbon dioxide and-water vapor, which make

up a-small percentage- of the gases of the. atmosphere, have a large effect on the

absorptiOn df infraredradiatien. Water vapor, -particular plays an important

I
rolein,incoMing infrared radiation absorption.

Clouds, fcourse, complicate the picture. High cirrostratus typo

clouds` ilight reflect as little as .20% of the'inComing energy. Heavy clouds of

thelitostratus -type might reflect over 70% of the energy striking them. Averaged
... , .

.

over the,entire'earth's surface, losses due to reflected -radiatioh,from clouds

amounts to about 19%. In addition to the'energy reflected,. additional energy is

absorbed by the water particles making uv the .cloud perhaps another 5 or 6%'.

AdditiOnal -10sses in the incoming solar beam result from absorption of energy.

by various pollutants, dyst-particleS, etc. Altogether, absorption losses from

all 'soil/rees reduce the incoming radiation by -toughly 25%, Finally, reflection by

the earth's surface itselfTemoveS another 3 of energy arriving from the sun.

This leaves roughly 47% of the energy of the original solar beam available for

absorption by the earth. Averaged over the surface of the earth this amounts

1.94 1360 w -2 .

4
to 1 x .47 = .23 1/cm

2
/min or

'4
.47 = 160 im .

It should be noted that all of these percentages are estimates; in

particular it has been very difficult to measure the amount of radiation reflected

by the atmosphere. As a result, do not be surprised if you find different

values Stated elsewhere; often you will find the lower value of 135w/m2 given

as the amount of radiation actually absorbed by the earth. This assumes a

28
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"albedo" about 30 for the earth's atmosphere. "Albedo"

l

-41

the ratio of the radiation reflected to the ,_radiation received;

tells you the percentagof reflection.

-So far we have examined the atmosphere as a -glazing only for incoming.

must also see how well i t functions,in retaining _the ener9Y-

received by the collector. As. previously Mentioned, the iverage.earth temperature
. .

iS about 15°C; this results in reradiation wavelengths in the,,,infrared region

with the maximum .peak occuring about-about 10p._ One must remember .that any spot

on the earth receives energy for only about41/2day whereas it reradiates

continuously, 24 hours a .day. The radiation from-the earth's.surface extheds
- _,

between-about 40 and 70p; incoming radiation is all.less than 4t.l. Water vapor

absorbs strongly between about 5p and 7p and again beyond about 120. CO-
2

absorbs between 4p and 5p and, after a gap, beyond l4p. 0 absorbS a narrow

band at 9,6p. One can see then that two gases, H2O and CO2,.effectively,prevent

theescapeofMostinfraredradiation.beyond about 4p except for a band or

"windoy between 8u an lip. Furthermore those gases exist in greatest abundance

in the very lowest layers of the atmosphere, thus keeping this energy closeto

the earth's surface.

tif

We have-now-examined the earth's atmosphere in terms of its.. effects

incoming and outgoing radiation. It would appear to fulfill the-requirements of

a suitable glazing material for the solar collector called Earth.

29



SECTION V

Before we examine what happens to the sun's energy as it continuks'on

s path through the earth's atmosphere it will be well to review heat trahsfer ,

inAeneral terms. In our discussion of the sun we mentioned the three ways in

-which.heat energy can be transferred: radiation, convection, and conduction.

Let us look a little more closely at each.

Heat is energy in transit between two substances at different temperatures;

he-flow-is_always from the higher to the lower temperature. _Temperature, in

itself, is not heat energy. Temperature is a measure of the average kinetic

energy (energy of motion) of the particles making up a substance. The higher the

temperature of,a substance the greater the average kinetic energy of it's

particles. For example, most substances expand as their temperature rises because

the increased kinetic energy o each particle making up the substance is, on an

average, higher and each particle effectively moves through more space. The

amount Qf heat energy which can be transferred between two substances depends in

part on the temperature of each substance, their specific heats, and their masses,

Q = MCAT. (Q stands for heat energy gained or lost; M the mass of the substance;

C the specific heat of the substance, and.AT, the temperature change of the material.

This assumes no phase change has occurred.)

Heat can be transferred in one of several ways. Conduction is important

in the case of solids, especially metals which are doodCendudtors ofheit energy.

It-- involves transfer of kinetic energy from atom :Ur-atom or- molecule to molecule.

Heated molecules transfer some of-their vibrational energy directly to their

cooler neighbors. On a molecular level this results in large scale energy



transfer. -Tables have been prepared which Ilive the- -hermal'Cond'uctiviiies of

L.AulhAisLfill Lances the lower the conductancejhe. better_ the insulating value..

The amount of heat lost by conduction depends not only on the thermal conduCtivity

,of'the substance b-l'also. upon the cross sectional area of `the conduCtor, its

thickhess (or length), the temperature difference between the two surfaces, and

ts

the length of time.considered.

Convection is especially important. in the case Of fluids (gates and

liquids) It involves the tranisferof.heat energy.by.the actual Movement of the

heated 'fluid. The Movement of the fluid is produced by forces arising out of

differences in density which result from uneven heating effects. For example,

the water in the bottom of a kettle next to the surface of the stove absorbs

energy, expands slightly (causing its density to diminish) and is then bouyed

upward by the surrounding, more dense, colder water. Convection currents are

thereby set up that eventually distribute heat throughout the mass, of water.

Since all of our energy from the sun comes to the earth by means of

radiationAt is important to know something of the laws that govern radiation.

C

Radiation involves the transfer of energy through space by electromaggetic

waves.' This is a very complex subject;-tt-will suffice to say,that these waves

have-electric, magnetic, and p rticleprope_ties and they do net require/A

material medium in which to'be propagated-A These may be many:meters Toing, in which

case they are called radio waves, or exceedingly short, (10312 meters) such as

gamma rays. As,indicated earlier, other electromagnetic radiation inbludes infrared

radiation, visible light, 411traviolet light, and x-rays All travel-at the same spe

through a vacuum: the speedof light, 186,000 miles second or 3 00°, meters/

second. They arise as a result of accelerating changes. Some a roduced as-

electrons change energy levels within the atom; others are related,to Changes..



F

within`thernucleus itself.- Radio waves can-be produced by electrons oscillating

in au'rdtriate electric circuits. When-thee waves interact withmatter they act

as if their energy were contained in litt bundles called quanta. This helps

to explain why radio waves do not damage your body in the way x-rays do and why

ultraviolet rayi can-give you a suntan but visible light cannot. Incidently,

if you have forgotten the relationship between wavelength (A), velocity (V), and

frequency (f), it is foundby the expression V = fA, where V is a constant

equaling the-speed of light in the case of all electromagnetic radiation.

There are three laws- of radiation. that are useful,in our work.--Strictly

speaking the laws apply to materfals that are perfect absorbers and emitters. of

radiant energy ("black.bodies"). Hbwever, they give very good approximations for

the actual situation involved in solar radiation and energy absorbed or reradiated

by the earth. The first of these laws is known as he Stefan-Boltzmann Law:

The total energy emitted is.directly proporttohal tath fourth power of the

absolute (Kelvin) temperature, E .= T4 (Remember, Og
Oc 273o)

The second

_

-these laws is known as Weins.s Law: The wavelength at which the. radiation is

"most intense is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature'of the source,

A max cc 1/T°K or. written as an equation, A = K/T°K where K is a constant, .25 cm K,

. o
A is wavelength in centimeters, and T is temperature in -K.. One can see that the

rare the temperature-increases, the shorter the wavelength of the maximum radiation

will become, This explains why one would expect the radiation originating in the

depth of -the core.of.the sun (temperature = 16,060,000°K) to be very high energy
.

gamma-rays-while -that at the surface (temperature 5800°K) would be lower energy.

visible light. or infrared.
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he most general radiation law is Planck' law; is rater complex

and thereforOnstead of-stating the mathematical form of the law a series of

q;
curves arevltted'below to_show the relationship between the amount of energy

emitted.add the wavelength for objects at different temperatures. :One can see

that the higher the temperature, the,more the maximum energy (peak of curve)'

IP

shifts toward the shorter wavelength. Also the total amount of energy at Any

particular wavelength increases with temperature. However, any one temperature

A wide spectrum of wavelengths are produced.

2130.990 0 - 70 - 3

PLANCK'S LAW

WAVELENGTH
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In the.last section, the effect of the almosPh!re on direct solar

radiation was discussed. Scattering, reflection, and absorption reduce the

Oncoming solar energy at the earth's surface to 47 percent of its original value.

In order to maintain its overall mean temperature of 15°C;Ithe earth must rid

itself of this heat; equilib tum must be established with heat'input equal to heat

output. Applying tfielawsof radiation, one can calculate how much energy must

be radiated from the earth's surface to maintain a mean temperature of lex,
4

using the amount of direct radiant energy from the sun as the input. When this

is done, a surprising result is foun the earth must radiate energy at its

surface equal to 114 percent of the o iginal solar beam (measured at the top of

the earth's atmosphere)

This suggests that we must look at the heat balance in the earth-

atmosphere system. It is obvious from the law of conservation of,energy that the

total energy received by the system must be equal to the total energy given off

by the system. The earth cannot give off more energy than it receives. However,

the flow of energy into and out of the earth can be, and is, different than the

.radiant energy flow to and from the earth-atmosphere system. This means that

--processes other than direct radiation are operable. Apparently the earth is acting

as a net absorber of radiant energy while theatmosphere is acting as z net

radiator, with the.wholesyStem in balance with the energy input from the sun.

If-the-tartft iS'a-net absorber of .radiant energy, i t .must rid-itself of-any

--excess-energy-by-other means,- tet us consider some poasibi1ities.

In addition to radiation, heat can be transferred by7conduction and

convection. So far we have been concerned with a kind orneat known as "sensible.
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heat". It is the kind that your" senses detect. It shows up as a change in'

,-__empp_raturpAlheheat energy moved "bout :by conduction, the heat eleased

as fuel. burns or the energy stored as water heated. The otheNtind of heat

ts "latent heat", or hidden heat.' As it is Stored, there is no change in

temperature by the storing medium. For example, itlakes'over 500 calories to
'

change 1 gram of water (liquid) to one gram of water vapo (At the boiling

point this-value iS'540 calories per gram and is known as the latent heat of

vaporiza: 1. This is over five times the amount of heat needed to warm one gram

I
of water from its freezing point to its boiling point. So it can be seen that the

evaporation of water can store (and remove) large amounts of heat energy. Each

gram of ce absorbs-50 calories of heat energy in melting. 'Other processes can

also store latent heat.

Theearthatinosphere system as a whole receives a certain amount of

.. energy from theLsun. It is the system that must balance 100 percent energy out.-..
.,.

'A 2 ._
* .

flow aga inst 100 percent energy input, This balance is shown'in the diagram below.

At the edge of the atmosphere, the system:receives 100 percent-radiation input

m the sun, tOsses from theSystem, include: A percent long.wave radiation

abso bed by the ozone layer; long wave radiation absorbed by water vapor, CO2.

,

and. c ouds (22 percent):short wave (visible light):reflection. from cloudS, (19

, .

pert and the earth's surface (3 percent) -.and scattering (6 percent). The

re 47 percent, must be returned. from the earth totheatmosphere- and hence

to space.in order to give .a net htat input-output flow of zero.r

Consider now the,surfape of the earth. Here.a balance must alSo exist.

Net heat in must equal net heat out; otherwise, the temperature wilf change.

However, the amount of energy transferred to and from the surface does not have
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be the same value as that transferred between the sun and earth-atmosphere

hive alrea _said_that the total. energy ragi ated is 114 percent of the

incoming radiation measured at the top of the,earth's ilMosphere. However,

the amount of'direct radiation from the sun amounts to only 47'percent. The
.11-

.diagraM Showshowthis. problem is solved. t is- Opparent ihat the-earth receives

a considerable Amount of its energy-from.sOurces other than toht- Original direct

solar beam,

Of the 114 percent long wave energy radiated from-the earth's surface only

about 5 percent escapes directly to space. This,is the part of the infrared

spectrum with wavelengths of 8-14.)) You-Will recall that there is a "wind6W"
f

in the water,vapor absorption spectrum around 10 i About 109 percent is trapped

in the atmosphere by the water and CO2 molecules. Of this about 96 percent is .

reradfated to the earth'.s- rface;- the rest, 13-percent,. is radiated back to space.

Thus, there is a net radiation-loss of only 18 percent. We have already shown

that the incoming radiation absorbed,at the surface is'47 percent. How does the

earth rid itself. of the other 29 percent? Here.is where the earth's storage and

transport system must come to the rescue. Evaporation of water into-the

atmosphere accounts for the removal of another 24 percent of the absorbed heat

energy, this time in the form of latent heat. In, addition, conduction between

the earth-atmosphere interface and convection removes another 5 percent as

sensible heat. Actually, this is; brought about by a 13 percent sensible heat:.-.7--

input tb the surface of the earth from the atmosphere which is offset by an 18

percent, loss from the surface to the atmosphere.. One should remember that short

wave Tediation-from the -sun heats the earth's surface and-the:atmosphere on only

one hOisphere while radiation and- conduction-convectionlosSes are occurring,

over the whole sphere.



Checking out the heat balance, we find that a net radiation loss of

18 ercent LA latent heat loss of 24 percent and a sensible conduction-convection

loss of 5 percent just-balance the 47 percent solar radiatioci input. Actually

sever4a smaller sources of energy have bden ignoredt These are Iso small they

can be :overlooked when calculations, are made on a global basis. Locally, how-

ever, they may be significant. They include: The removal of energy through

latent heat associated with photochemical processes, mainly photosynthesis

2
( -.13 w/m the addition of sensible geothermal heat (+.06 w/m

2
), the addition

of heat from fossil fuel' burning (t.°2'w/m ), and heat Added by metabolic processes
r.

(4-.0005.w/m
2

) . Compared to the 135 w/m
2

solar input these are i s nificant.

'A similar sort of heat balance can be worked out for the atmosphere.

Room does not permit showing it on the diagram. Here again heat input must equal

heat output; .:Since the-earth is a net absorber of radiant energy, the-atmoiphere

must be a net radiator. The atmosphere acts as a good glazing material, trapping

much of the earth's, long wave radiatian and then reradiating it back to the surface.

Also much of the absorbed and scattered shorter wavelength radiation it receives,

finds its way to the earth's smrface; such= diffuse radiation accounts for a

significant amoun' of the energy received by the igrth.

HThe.nextsection4ill deal with the atmosphere as a transport system.

t,has alr,eady.beenjointed out that far more solar energy arrives:in the

r
.equatorial regions than at the poles. The -only place'. incomingncoming radiation is

equal to outgoing radiationjs,in the region near 3601atitu4;:4t:becOthes important,

then tO understandthe mechanisM by'which energy is distributed throughout the--

earth's surface by Conduct in- convection.



,OVer 2060 years Ago, Archimedes discovered the principle that the

\

budyant force on a body immersed in a fluid is equal to the weight of'the fluid'

displaced. Let's see how this can account for Vertical motion in our atmosphere,

.

fluid. Air is a'relAtively poor conductor of heat. As-incoming solar

radiation heats the soil, only the air within afew-feet of the' ground is, heated

by conduces.' This air expands-and tts. dengity becomes less than, surrounding

cooler air. It is bouyed up by this unbalanced force and it begins to rise. 11-
,

Many of these parcels of air may join together and form a arger mass known as

, a ",theimal". Of course, their place must be taken bylCooler air2moving in from

the sides, Once these parcels,break away from the ground, they lose .energy

source. As they move upward, atmospheric preskure decreases-Affd furthe exIAnsion

occurs. Work is done by the parcels of air on their surroundings as they rise

and expand. This energy must be ebtened internally. -As their internal energy

decreases, the temperature of the parcels m r-drop. Such a change in temperature,/

without the addition or removal -14f.-heat is said to be 'adiabatic".

Ilbw .far these parcels rise depeods. on the surrounding atmospheric

,especially, temperature as,they rise, their temperature remains

than the s'urr,ptinding air, they conttue-io rise and are said to be unstable.

I

herhehd,-if,they reach, some level. where tHe surrounding air is at the

tegOri te thOW:is no longer any unbalanced buoyant force and they,stop,
4

If hese ri rising parcels of air are moist temorature-May Arop.

-1

_

dew point, causing condensation to occur with the forinatioebtcloudt.
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ideliable energy in the form of heat is released whenever vi

a phase change from t*gaseoUs to the liquid state

ter, vapO

crust exist an unbalanced force .acting on them. This =,i.s prOVided by pressurd:

gradients

Solar end

In reality, some turbmlent mixin ccurs between' he rising-

he, sinking aal s tends tabiish a temperature lapse rate

. ,

dropin temperature with altitude) equal to ,the adiabatic ate:o:
t late afternoon-therejs little tendency for parcels

mperature inversion (increase in tempera

o rise. Often a

mith4ititude) occurs at nigh ear

e ground because the ground is radiating': energy faster than it is receiving

Thus it rapidly cools itself and the.4)rnear .it.

order. for, partelsi,,:of oit horizontal -.direction-, -there--

hat dIriltrop between two places on the surfac of,:the earth. Again;

.received from the: sun provides, the'drivi. ,force.' Small scale circular

tions can develop as a result of daily pressUre 'gradients set-up because of:tne,

-different rates at which land -and water masses 'heat:up.., The specific heat of

land is lower than that of water. In addition the: sol -fradiation is nsmitted

deepet into the water and its energy is thereb,' distributed over a 1 mass

PO sprface area As a reuiTt, thod masses-heat up and cool down faster, than

water masses The air in contact with the land masses afso is heated more

rapidly. It expands, and.b comes less dense.
,v
Fry n

cooler above the water,

breezdt:1.4evel

less, eatVard

circuLa

These-blow:,

night whey

Being at a lower pressure than the

orizontal 'pressure gradient is formed and sea

land during, the day where the prespArg- Ty

4:,-,t

oppotitt'IR.Wt Ue. In some lacet,. this,

rise- to the cal led "monsoons " -exists on a seasonal basi
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'0n a world-wide 'scale can-see that the incoming solar radiation

arriving at the equatorial regionS is much greater. than that arriving at the polar

region. The'qoutgoing radiation is miore nearly equal'in all regions and is only

slightly,les in the polarregion. This means that in the.equatorial regions

..:,there,ts4,net surplus of heat and in the polar-regions a net deficit; only at

abduttelatitude.does incoming heat,,equ0-outgoing heat. A Unless a mechanism,
.

9is:t-O-for transporting equl orial heattothe,polar,.regions, thepoles would
. . v

, ,,-,.,,,, .

.

get corder 'and colder and.the. equatorial Magi hotter'and hotter:.
.

Figurel

RAQIATION BALA NCE

Outgoing
Radiation

Incoming Rbckiation

NP. 00 500 30° 10° Equator

LATITUDE

Fortunately:- he d'mosphere provides the solution. Before we look

the actual pictyre:o Whattakts letiStxamine some simple pogsibilitie.
-

As the warm, surface air of the equatorial region is heated, it becomes gess

dense and rtSes expanding adiabatically., It spreads out moving poieward: While

t44sis otcuy'rtn cool'er polar a.iris4Oving at .lower level.toward the equator,

taking the place of the warmer rising -air. These motions set up a CirCulation

pattern such as shown in figure 2.

Y¢
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But such a condition does not really exist for we have fOrgotton to

take into consideration the rotation of the earth. The effect of the rotation

is to make tt.appear that a force Continuously acts at right angles to shift the

direction of motion of any object moving through the atmosphere. In figure 3

below,am object 0 starts moving from the north pole towards X. While-it is

moving-south through the atmosphere-, the earth rotates eastward beneath it The

object- & ends up at Y.making it appear that aiwestward directed force-was acting

Figure

CORIOLIS EFFECT

Equator

4 2
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on it, deflecting it towards the right as it traveled southward..' In the northern

hemisphere-the-object will always appear, to swing towards the right fn the southern

hemisphere it will appear to,turn towards the left. 'Thi$-effect is. known is the

coriolis effect or. "forte. It-makesno -difference which .way t 'object initially

travels. The magnitude Of the effect depends on-the sped of the object and its

latitude._ It is zero at the equator siftcetiwre is no rotational effect of the

earth's surface there. It maximuM in the polar regions. (See figure 4).

Figure 4

MAXIMUM ROTATION
AT po LE 5

NO ROTATION
ABOUT EARTH'S AXIS AT EQUATOR

e effect 6f all this is to modify the original single cell, (Hadley

cell) pattern and, in fact, make it an impossibility. -Aloft, the air would be

moving 'northward and swinging to the right (east); near the surface the air. would

be flowing southward and swinging west. To accommodate such a pattern, the wind

speeds in some regions (polar) would have to become so high that turbulent flow

would occur. This would bring about a decrease in velocity to such a point that

the'law- conservation of angular momentum would be violated.

The generalized circulation pattern that does develop iS shown in

igure and accounts for much of the 'weather found in various regions of the

world=
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This is still an oversimplification since -it provides no way,to

transfer energy.frpmthe middle latitudes to the polar regions. This is accomplished

by energy transfer between the interfaces of small scale circulatory,systems

involving air_masses of different densitiesand rotating in'opposite directions,

the "high" ,and "low pressure" air masses common in temperate latitudes. These.

i114la 3

GENERAL CIRCULATION PATTERNS OF AIR FLOW

PREVAILING ESTERUE:

NORTH-EAST

TRADE WINDS

60 -POLAR LOWS

HORSE LATITUDE =
MOH&

(INTERTROPICAL
OLDRUMS CONVERGENCE

ZONE)

systems develop along more or less stationary waves of rather large amplitudes and-

lengths that exist between the polar eastorlies and the prevailing westerlies.

Associated with this confrontation zone are the jet streams: high altitude ribbons

of-high- elocity (300 miles per hour) winds winding through the upper trdaesphere

amd apparently steering, to some-extent, our storm systems.

44



SECTION VIII

Me have been concerned, so far, With the production of radiant energy

the sun, with its

where, and with its s equent depletion as it passes through the atmosphere

on its way-to the earth's surface. At the solar surface we found energy being.

radiated.at the rate of 100,000 calories /cm?/ minute. However, the earth, located

transmission through space to the outer reaches of Our

about 93,000,000 miles away, offers such a tiny target that only 1.94 calories/

cm / minute arrive on a surface perpendicular to the sun's rays at a point in space

just outside the,earth's atmosphere. This value is known as the solar constant.

As mentioned previously, a calories/cm
2 is often called a jangley and the solar

constant is often expressed as-1.94 langleys/minute. Since this energy will be

spread over a rotating spherical surface, a further redOction by a factor of 4 is

required (see section on The Earth - A Solar Collector); this leaves roughly 0.49

langley/minute. Finally, we saw that the atmosphere brings about a further reduction

of roughly 50 percent which means that about O. 25 calories/minute or 0.25 langley/

minute arrives on an average on the earth's surface. This value is useful-when

we are discussing the earth as a solar collector or analyzing the earth-atmosphere

heat balance. However, each one of us lives at a specific spoton the earth; we

need to know how much energy arrives there and how it varies over the course of a

day, season, or year.

The totaltotal solar energy received on a surface is called insolation.

Insolation at the earth's surface is usually measured in terms of the rate at

Which energy is received on a horizontal surface. This energy comes from direct

solar radiation as well as from diffuse radiation or that Scattered out of the

-41-
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direct solar beam. The sum of the direct and diffuse radiation is called global

orradiation. Diffuse' radiation comes from all parts of the sky and accounts for

approximately 45 percent of the total insolation on bright clear days; on cloudy

days 100 percent of the insolation is 4iffuse. The insolation at any spot on the

earths surface may range from 0-to a maximum of about 1.4 langlpys/minute (on a

surface perpendicular to the sun's rays)-. The factors that affect insolation are

latitude, tune of day, time of year, cloud cover, atmospheric turbidity, elevation,

nearby or distant obstructions and orientation-of the land surface. Let's'take

a closer. look at each one.

Generally, two things determine the amount of radiation available per Unit

area -of ground surface. JDne has to do with'the actual..depletion of the solarbeam

as discusSed in previous sections; the other is related to the angle that the

'EFFECT OF BEAM Waif

VIII-1

sun's rays make with the surface. Consider a beam of radiant energy 1 meter
?

in

-cross sectional area. When this beam strikes a surface with an angle of incidence

(Li) of 0° its energy is distributed over an area of 1 meter square. The angle

of incidence,-Li is the angle measured betweenthe incoming (or incident bear)

and a line drawn perpendicular to the surface`. As the angle of incidence increases,

6
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the beam's energy `is progressively spread over a larger and larger area as,shown.

in Figure I. The amount of energy per unit area decreases as the angle of,incfdence

increases. Thit means, that- the sun'sapparent position in the sky is very important,

The. higher the sun, the more nearly perpendidular to the surface are its rays., The

height of the sun, measured in degrees above the horizon, is known as the solar

altitude.

Latitude

Over the course of a year, latitude has the greatest single effect on

Ansolation received at any location. The reason for this-is tao-fold: the higher

the latitude, the more slanting (larger angle of incidence) are the sun's rays to

the surface of the ground as can be seen in Figure 2. This means that the

_

-energy received per unit area of surface will be less. The second reason can also

Insulation - Effects of Latitude

VIII-2

be noted in FigUre 2. The path of light rays through the atmosphere to4the surface

is shorter in the equatorial region,(a) then it is at higher latitudes (b).= More

energy is removed from the beam as it passes through this greate depth.of

atmosphere., This effect is readily noticed on a daily basis when one can often

47
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10a directly at the sun at sunrise and erunset withoutAamaging one's eyes.

This at noon because of the greaterenergy content of the solar

be0m.H

Another effect that this greater path length has is its changes upon the

relative amounts of the kinds of radiation arriving on the earth's surface. The

original solar beam arriving at the top of the earth's atm osphere consists of

approximately 9 percent' ultraviolet, 40 percent visible, and 51 percent infrared

radiation. If the solar beam passes directly downward through the atmosphere so

that its angle of incidence with the earth's surface is 00, the radiation arriving

.at the surface-mill be made up of about 5 percent ultraviolet, 47 percent visible,

and 48 percent infrared. If, on the other hand, the angle of incidence is about-

800, the Make up of the incident radiation will be about 0.5 percent ultraviolet,

41 percent visible, nd 58.5 percent infrared. These values.assume reasonably

clear unpolluted air, with a precipitable water-vapor pressure of .2 cm.

Time of.Day.

The V.a at on in insOation receive& with time of day is related to the

me two factors discussed above%, At sunrise, the angle of incidence of the sun's

rays is nearly 900. At solar Oen,. it is minimal. Insblation measured on a

time of day is shown in figure 3. As might be

expected, the general shape d t4ergraph follows closely that showing the sun's

horizontal surface plotted a

altitude plotted against tin t day.

1)
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In addition to-the two factors already-discussed, --the sun's- altitude

and variable path length, yeailY variations introduce changes in the length of day.

as Well. The earth's surface in the northern hemisphere receives radiant energy

for longer periods.in summer th)0 it does in winter. The explanation for all of

these yearly variations is related to the fact that the earth's r3ational axis

$ tilted 23 1/2° with respect to a line drawn perpendicular to the plane of the

earth's orbit about the sun. As a result, in the northern hemisphere the sun

Dec.23" June 21

VI TI -4

appears highest_in_tDe sky at solar noon on June 21 and lowest on December 22,

(Figure 4). A fourth factor must also be considered: The earth's. path about the

sun is an ellipse. This means that the distance between the earth and the sun

varies fr t 91.5 million miles in December to 94.5 million miles in June,

making the earth closest to the sun during our winter. There is a corresponding

Variation- of about 3.3 percent in the solar constant. As a result, at a latitude of

a slightly higher,insolation value is meaSured on a surface normal t- at

ht angles to) the sun's rays at noon in-March than at noon in July.

oud Cover-

Cloud cover means the exten height,.thickness, and type of clouds

covering the sky. Cloud cover brings about the greatest day to day variation in

49
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Insolation atanY particular locality; it is also the least predictable of any

of,the variables.It-is the variation in cloud-cover that causes the large

differences in daily or monthly insolation values between places of similar

latitude. It.is often the most important faCtor in determining seasonal variations.

Fdr example, United States weather service data shows that in January the percent

of-possible sunshine varies from 84 percent in Yuma, Arizona to.about 19 percent in

either Oswego, New-York or Portland, Oregon. Since thee cities differ in latitude

by about 140, such a difference would result ink differences in Insolation rates

2
of roughly 34 BTU/ft /hr or only 0,09 langley/minute. Yet records show that much

larger differences in the mean daily Insolation for the month of January exist

2
between the cities the order of 1,000 BTU /ft /day }.

Atmospheric _Turbidity

.

Haze, smoke, fog, smog, dust$ etc., all contribute to the t rbidity of

the atmosphere Turbidity is the reduction in the transparencyof the dtmospher

caused by the scattering or absorption of visible light by,such particles. Pollution

around large cities can decrease insolation by as much as 20 percent compared to

surrounding rural areas. In addition, turbidity alters the percentage of ultraviolet,

visible, and infrared radiation re/Ceived in much the same way that increased path

'length does. The amount of ultraviolet and visible light received decreases and

the amount of infrared radiation increases with rise in turbidity.

Altitude

Increased altitude increases. the energy content of the direct solar beam

and therefore the insolation received. This is true 't) -use the density and

therefore-the number of particles, decreases with altitude. Fewer particles produce

less absorption and scattering of the incoming solar beam. Mountain climbers

are well aware of the increased likeli ood of sunburn and usually take preventive

action to avoid it.
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Obstructs ons

Netrby obstructions such as trees and tall buildings can block .:ihe

, ---1-r

direct rays of sufflight during part of the day. Even if they do not block off the.
,

%
direct sunlight, they may interfere continuously with the diffuse radiation that

would be received from certain areas of the sky,. In hilly or mountainous sections,

the horiion may bp so altered'as to matertallyeduce the available intolation.

Orientation of the Land Surface

We have indicated that most insolation data is for a horizontal surface.

the land surface or surface of the solar collector slopes, the amount of

insolation wifi vary. In the northern hemisphere, south-facing Slopes receive more-
.

Insolation; north-facing slopes less. Maximum insolation occurs when the surface:

is normal to the sun's rays. The effect of thisis often noted in spring when the

snow melts first from steep south-facing slopes or embankments..

All of these actors operate to produce considerable variation in the

mean. daily solar radiation available in different regions throughout the United

States. Actually, the amounts closely follow the distribution of cloudiness.

The Pacific northwest and the\northeastern states share the unenviable

status of being the cloudiest portions of the nation. On an annual basis, both

portions receive mean-daily global radiation values (on a horizontal surface) of

about 366 langleys/day. This contrasts with the sunniest portion of the country,

the southwest, which receives about 500 langleys/day. Understandably, the south

wes is an attractive region for solar energy research and applications

Seasonally, the southwest receives on the average about 360 langleys(ly)/

day in January, 525 ly /day -April 675 ly/day in July, and 425 1y/day in October.

The southeastern states during the same months receive between 200=300 ly/day,



%

respectively. (These Values, as or all the regions de-HI:led:here, are representatiV

of the region as a_ Whole Indiliddal locations typically exr:*ien4'deviations

from the regional aver Aqpnding 'their relative location..:) .hie north-

`& January radiation amounts approximate 130 ly /day, ApSil 375 ly/day, July, 500

"day, and Octoier,225 ly/day. During the same months, the northwestern states

expe iMice 125 ly/day, 4Vglyiday, 525 lyiday, and 250 ly /day, respectively.,

The variation in.mean daily solar radiation on a statewide basis-can be

seen examining the figures-for,New York State. For the annual period, the mean

"daily global solar radiAion (on a horizental Surface) is approxiMdtely 300 1Y/
r ,

forehe state. Central and eastern Long Island experience the maximum with about

3151y/day while the mountainous,Oirondacks receive the least, 2a5 ly /day. These,

.values are 1970 to 1978 averag4s:baSed on available solar radiation, data for

twelve state locations.

-fall'and winter month Lakes Erie and Ontarth are sources,Of

tonsiddrable rake-effect cloudiness over western and central sections of the sate,
A

- .

and occasionally even over eastern sections. In-Decembir, most of upstate New

York averages between 75 and 100 ly /day while the Hudson River Valley and Long

Island receive aboUt 100 ly or so. January sees an increase Of aboUt 50 ly/day

statewide. December normally is the month of least solar insolation r hiie JUly

is usually the sunniest month. While the areas adjacent to the Great Lakes,-the

Hudso044-ver Valley, and eastern Long Island average greater than 500 ly /day in

July, the bulk of upstate New York and west-central Long Island experience from

473 to 500 ly /day.



SEGTION IX
-_

In the last section factors that affect tnsolatioh Andis general

'distribution were iscussed. Nothing was said, however about how ins ati

is:measured. Actually, several basip measurements can be made

e is merely a-record of the dUration of ;'sunshine the minutes of Unihine

received per day as routinely-measured by National Weather ServiCe stations. Pier
. or-

dare about 2,000 such Stations throughout the'world recording this information'.

Global radiation, the total of direct and diffuse radiation, is usually measured

on a horizontal surface with a pyranometer. About 700 worldwide station's record

global radiation; of these some 70 are United.States Weather Service Stattons:

in this country. lAreet solar radiation is mbre,:difficult-tt measure; a sun-

tracking pYranoMetei,oropyrheliometer. is require Diffuse Solar radiation 'a

measure.of.the'scattered' radiation received from the'sk i measures with a

ded:pyronometer; again data is usually obtained for z horizontal turfaCe.

Finally, selective measurements of.diffuse and/or direct radiation for defined

wavelength intervals are made using selective filters in conjunction with ,the

eciDtpment previously mentioned.

Each of these instruments will be brief] cribed:

Pyranometer: The pyranometer or solarimeter is usually mounted

izontally-and measures the global or total radiation, There a"

'venal types, although the thernitipile type is probably the most

common. A. thermopile is a group of thermocouples connected in series and

mounted on a blackened receiving disc. A thermocouple is a junction

between two dissimilar metals such as copper'en&the alloy constanstan.



all electric c6rrent is produce

A second refOeneeAundtion is attached to a white or silveredring

of equal allwifiemains at.ambienttemperature, since mOS of the

radiation falling on it is reflected. The current thus generated can

be-calibrated 'in terms; the radiant energy received. The thermopile

is seqsitiv %t-he solar spectral range of .29p to 3.0p which contains

of-the sun as received Since its response time is

on' the order of several seconds. The thermopile sensor is us6ally

sheltered within a hemisphere of glass;- data is recorded'on a recording
=

potentiometer:- Major commercial suppliers are Eppley, Ka4l; and

Speciltolab in the United States, Kipp and Zonen'in Holland,

Groiss in Australia Mashpribohngtorg in the U.S R. andiEKO in

Japan.

Si 1 ion Solar,cell pyranometers response- of less than a'

millisecond.- (See the,sectitni oh-solar cells for an:ex-planation of. how

However, have A:limited Spectral respqn'e range,.

ith,:ilia)000,104nSity:r'ecorded at 9p adan.upper limit of 1.1p. Solar'

raOiatien'extendsjurther, to about p,altIi OUgh its maximum intensity

at :5p.- .:;Yellow Springs InsteuMent Company-and Matrix; InC-';

these types of:pyranometeS. They also offer-the best po sibil foe

the t-yoUrself6uiIderi they,,Ane relatively cheap, of simple

constructionand with propercalibration with a commercial unit, .give.

satisfactory results. Other-types include bimetallic strip.pyranometers

'Such as those supplied by Casella Company in the United Kingdom-and

R. FeAss in. West ermany. 'These work through unequal thermal expansion

on twe sides of a bimetal stri6Which:in turn controls-the position of

a recording pen on a moving-chart. In the United States, the Older model.



lof the Eppley pyranomeie 'Junction) and he newer Model (precist9Q

ctral pyranometer) comprise the overwhelming majority of pyranometers

in use today. Accuraby of the newer precisioemodels is within 1 or

2 pqrcent. To ekledilely measure the energy contributed by specific

ass:filte _ may be placed over the p.yranometere,

Normal Incidence P rheliometer; These are,OSe measure direct

solacradiation. This require ,that only energy from the sun's disc be

aalowedto reach rip 4ensor.- This= accoMOlished by mountin the

sensor, a thermorIllA for example, on the bottpm of a blackened tube

provided with l(ght stops. the ratio of 'thecylindvicai tube length

to tube diameter should be, about 10 to 1. This, ltthit*$ the view of the sky

and 'stun to about 5° and eliminates most of the diffuse.radiation. The

instrument is then mounted on a motor driven heliostat (a device that
, *

follows the sun). The axis of the 'heliostat readjusted several times

week as the, declination of the kup.,changms. Types and makes of

pyrheliometers-include: Angstrom electrical compensation; Abbot silver-

,r

disc; Michelson bimetallic; Line-Feussner iron-clad; New Eppley

(tempeFature compenSated); Yanishevsky thermoelectric; Moll-Goczynski
rr

solarimeter by Kipp and 2onen. and the old non-temperature compensated

Eppley. Glass filters may alstote placed over the' yrhelt ter sensor

.to selectlyely measure the ener r contributed by specific wavelength

Shaded eyeanomete The meastkement of diffUse radiation can be performed

by'a Oranometet which iS-shaded from the sun's decays. Shading
. . ,

. .

of the pYfanometer f% accomplished-by a disc made to ton a with the sun,so



as to always cast on the py anometer, orby means ns.,of a

shadow ring.-- Because ol* the:trouble ih keeping the shaping dis6 in

proper adjustment and-.th ;expense- of ah equatorial* mount; the shadow rifir

s the more popular of the tt:io'devices Sut t16 price paid for using
_

the shad 1 he necessity of introducingi ntroduci a correction for the part

of the diffuse -radiation which is cut o_ rosy tht sensor by,lhe ring.

As the declination, of. the sun chang4 w;itYrwith time, the ring, must be moved

along an axis oriented parallel to thaPearth's axis' ,as to always
0.

shade the pyranometer. from the direct radiation.



whigh will be freited in greater detail in subsequem4 sections. The direct use of

solar energy is not .ne0. For thoUsands of years, ancient peoples relied on the
4

'Sun's enemy & evaporate sMall pools of brackish water so that they might collect

-1072: a large,solar still was built in the Chilean desert to supply
4

Oft water' per av from salt water. Solar cookers Were built and

Michael Faraday discovered the principle of solarused In India im the
0 .4, VY
coalinglh 1024. Small

' 16

steam engines were powered by solar energy as early as

,0-

1828; a,450 hpeMgine_was used n: 1913 to pump jrrigation water in Egypt". Solar hot

Water heaters-were popular -1n our southern states in the 1930

direct use of solar energy never really caught on for there were alWays,theaper,

However, the

alternate energy,sources available; wood, water power, or fossil fubls. It wasn't

really thatthese sources wete cheaper than the sun's energy which, after all, is

free. Rather,' the costs of building devices to utili4e the4sun's energy wgre greater

than the cost needed to uttliie the other sources that were available.

Today the'picture iS-beginning to change. Other. sources of energy are

dwindling'Amd their costs,are rising at a rate of 10 percent or more a year. Once

again, we 'need to ake a closer look at the inexhaustible'energY of the sun and

determine how it can-he put to practical use to supply an ever-increasing

_percentage of our energy needs.

Thereere several energy conversion proesses by, which we can up. the .

radiant energy provided by the sun. First, the energy_can beabsorhed,by collectors

and converted directly into heat energy. A second method involvqs direct'

_77



Conversion of. radiant energy7into electricity through'a process known as the

photovoltaic:effect. This involves the use of solar cells so familiar to the .

space program as-energy sources o.spacesvehicles. A third process is photo

cheMical and invplvet plant photosynthesis. Here nature has been far more

lude

-photoelectric effect, whereby electrons are ejected from the surface of metals by

radfant energy;, the thermionic effect, which forms the basis of the operation ::of

vacuum electron tubes;. and the thermoeledtric effect or Seebeck Effect, used now

mainly for temperature measurement (the therMocouple ) Large scale application

of these last three processes for solar energy conversion does not seem practical

at this time, although efficiencies are being improved,

USES OF SOLAR ENERGY

PHOTOVOLTAIC

PHOTOCHEMICAL.

PHOTOCHEMICA1
AND HEAT

HEAT

SOLAR CELL ELECTRICITY

FOOD

ENERGY FROM BIOEAASS walk
a DIRECT BURNING

NEW FUELS. METHANE OILS
ETHYL ALCOHQL
METHYL ALCOHOL.

AQUACULTURE; FISH, ALGAE

CROP PRODUCTION

CROP DRYING

HIGH TEMP. FOCUSING COLLECTOR STEAM TURBINE _

ELECTRICITY GENERATOR

LOW TEMP SOLAR COLLECTOR

PASSIVE SPACE HEATING

ACTIVE SPACE HEATING

COOLING

HOT WATER

DESALINATION; WATER PURIFICATION

THERMOIONIC FLICTRICITY

THERMOELECTRIC THERMOCOUPLE ELECTRICITY



Let u tst.'PrOderheliothermal conversiOn...or the conversion-of the

sun's.energy direttly into heat. This tanbe atcomplishedby solat-collectori. in

two general ways. Flat plate collectors may trap energy that falls upon a surface

Sun - A Solar C llector in S ace

Here temperature.ri0 is lowto-boderate. A,second'typetif collector is the

focusing collector which cdnproduce very high temperatures, as much-as 3X00C. ,

Each of these will be' discussed. detail in later Sections,.
.4-

Heat energy provided by the sun is being used in a number of practical,

ways. It can be used to provide space heating through either active or passive solar

systems An active system is usually made up of. collectors, an externally powered

heat transport system, an energy storage medium and System and the necessary

controls to maintain efficiency. Ih a passive system, the building itself is

architectually designed toserve aSthe,collector and storage system with maximum

use. being made of building and site orientation, landscaping ..and other passive

'means -to minimize dependence: on. energy sources.

In Many. pattstif the country auxiliary .heat will be needed. While it

might be-possible to design a solar system to supply 100 percent of the heating

needs, cost 'effectiveness studies have shown that economically this may not be

feasible. the Nottheast, solar energy-tan economically supplyroughly 60

percent. of the heating needs, of new homes. In. such cases, solar assisted heat pumps

-might-- be. the answer. -Since their cycle is reversible,- they can be used not' only

for heating in winter but for_coolingjp summer as well. Basically a

heat pump is similar tIva refrigeration unftAn that it pumps energy from one



place to another. But instead of removing energy from inside the refrigerat r and

pgmping it into, the kitchen via its cooling. coils heat is pumped from outsi e

the house into the. laving space itself.

Solar heat can also be used directly-to cool ebuilding through a rocess

known as absorption desorption. cooling. Over the years a- number of gas burn g

refrigerators hav been ohAhe market that make use of this sytem of cooling

Similar systems,using solar energy as the heat sOurce have been designed. _T

.- _

themajor problem with these-systems is their requirement for.water temperatures from.'

--the solar collector of at leasC19:5°F. Most flat plate collectors operate a

%
lower temperature than.this. MAFrthelesS the use of solar heat.for cooling seems,

to offer economic advantages over conventional methods. One reason is that- ol ar

energy availability is at a maximumin those places'andat those times when cooling '

is most needed, that is, during daylight hours in s urrr er in the western and southe

sections of our nation.

addition to heating and cooling. our° homes, solar energy. can be used to

provide us with hot water. Many commercial units are, now -on the market, In the

north supplementary heat will be required during the winter monthS4 Throughout

much of the country, however, solar hot water heating is already competitive with

electric hot -water heating.

Other uses ofheat produced by solar energy include, crop production in-

Areenhouses- lbe desalination and purification of water, and -agricultural or

industrial drying. Focusing collectors have been'employed to attain very high

temperatures in the to-called,solar furnaces being used for experimental Work-
/

involving- certain chemical and metullurgical operations.

GO
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Electrical, generation has been accomplished in several ways. One

involves the use of focusing collectors to produce steam from water. The steam is

then used to operate a turbine which in turn drives an electrical generator. A

second method, which has found widespread use on space vehicles, involves the
IL

photovoltaic process making use of solar cells Both of these methods will be

desclibed in-detail in:vfo lowing section.

.PhotosyntheiiS_',

No man-made photochemical process has yet been found to rival nature

P4tosyntbetis wbere rbon dio

yll {end sunligOo form

sire a energy n 'arbohydy4tes

processes which w will be di

ide and water are combined in the presencef

carbohyOrates while- releasing oxygen. It js'the

hich, can be obtained in various biomass conversion

cussing in separate section later.

In summary, as m

source of nearly all of

chart below.

eAo'solar energy he returns to the ultimate

ur energy, the sun. This can be illustrated in the

ENERGY FLOW & RECOVERY TIMES

PHOTO .

SYNTHESIS

nmoum

FOSSIL

FUEL

4='4 MILLIONS OF YEARS

PLANT
DECAY
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Before 1850, man's main source of energy came from burning the wood produced by

a photothemical process requiH.ng several months or years. But 1850 more or

less marked the development',of-.:fossil burning technology, thus raising the..
energy recovery time to Millions, of .years. As the depletion of fossil fuels takes

tae temutter th,--.nettvitconvers-ion processes withmini-mum
A

recovery times: -direct solar heating arid.cooling, electric production by way of

photovOl talc conversion.; and.l.)..ibmaSs :corivers on.

6



In a.pass.iva-solar heating System no external' energy is used to transfer

are one and -e _same

This-de n on of'passive heating does net really convey a.trkie appreciation of

the many facets of passive solar heating. Actually, most homes use passive solar

heating tolsome degree,whether or not it is intentional. South - facing windows in

inter dmit sunlight Which is absorbed as heat energy by the objects within the

Roofs to some extent act as solar collectors (attics are often warm even

in winter when the sun is shining). ,R6f overhang also permits thOow slanting

rays,efthe winter sun to enter the windows while keeping out the of the

higher summer"sun. Deciduous trees planted near the houSe on its south and west

sides lose their leev s-i winter and pe it extra energy to fall uppo,the housesat

Just the time it> is most n e ed. A coniferous windbreakiocated some distance to.the

north or west of the house cuts down the velocity of the winter wind and thereby

rechices heat losses- from within the house. These are the kinds of things to be

included in the concept of a passively heated solar house.

Carefdt. p tinning m115t go into all phase of the location and design of

a passively heated home. Site location is important. A south-facing slope is

usually warmer than a nearby valley of'the crest of a hill. .Vertidal windows on

Se south side of the home admit winter sunshine; these/are especially'effect

if the sunlight falls upon a massive dark colored interior wall that can act as a

aar collector., ,A concreteor stone patio on the south side of,the house aan

similarly act as a heat absorber of sunlight, °In summer this*an be-shaded by

.deciduous trees to help keep the house cool. Since there have been many gobd,books

written on this subject, all we shall do is mention briefly some of the specific

designs that have been proposed fOr passive heating..
--=
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Ong he mos oteworthy is-the.

the famous Frenthqd.onear th

ell; designed by and named.

ng... Its basit:designls shoWntelow:

The key, to this passive systeMis

wall. In winter the vent and windows are ke0

Mas)Wm.AnterfOreough black cenqr

osed the sun's rays shining

through thessou glasS wail strike the are ab orbed. Tart of the.,:,

heat is immediatelY-reradiated As infrared and ,trapd,by the gl ss.' The air in

contact with the_Wall is warmed, natural convec466.01stributing heat as shown in

the sketch.. Tice wall''stores enough:energy to heat the house overnight. In fact,.
,

nearly hree-fourths,ofthe enOre.;winter's heat requirements can be provided by

this pa sive system. In swimmer, the 'vent at the top of the south window is opened

as well as the rear window.: The heating of-the wall sets up convection currents

that move the warm air up. ar'd out'Of the front. of 'ihe building while cooler air

flows in!and:keeps the living quarters col;
--,

6 4



',Another passiVe-system it the Sky Therm System, designed by Harold Hay,

This is shown below:

Therm. System

Water beds upprted on a strong s e ei d kaci as the c011ectar:dnd---

r.

storage system,of thermal energy. In winter th liding insulated panels are opened

duping sunny days add closed at night; Whild, norg is, radiated intOthe'room from.

the ceiling during night and day, the .closed panels prevent radiation loSses to the

sky at night, In summer, the -roof panels "-are opened at night to permit cooling of

the water by 'radiation.- They are closed during the day and cool waterabsorbs energy.

from the Ouse. Other designs somewhat similar to the'Sky Therm design, but-less

complex, involve shallow solar pols located on the rooi,.

A third passive system = makes use of th fact that the emperatui'e of the

earth does not fluctuate rapidly like the air. temperatue, nor does.it-re;ach- such

extreme temperatures in Most areas. Here much of the-house is covered by earth.

Again, south facing windows admit winter sunshine for its heating.la ects. The
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walls.of:the houware made of concrete and

in contact with thesoit thus acting as the h

1 externally WherA-they a

`.show0elOW

.

unit. This syttem 4s
. ,

Atave.'heen\use4I4 many years 5:!:

In thy, passive systems- ,described bow auxiliary heatis- likely to be

lieededin all taktthe Me t southern regions. However,con.;Aderable savings .in

fi

epergi.can4be realized making use -of Mey t4ese:passive heat collecting

techniques even if the rouse is to be heated by some other means.

, -



$ECTION XII

ACTIVE SOLAR

the Solar Collector

in section 3 "Earth, A-Solar Collector in Space", the earth-Atmosphere

ed 'n terms, of a solar collectbr. The var _a

solar heating system were.discussed: the glazipg tie '-eellection plate

'epergytransport_system, the thermal storage,systeff,-and the: enclosure. The.

genei'al function of each'component:was described. In this section we shAll look

mbreeloSeIy:Atfthe tOeCifU details of the'solar c011eCt60 unit.-

The .Solar; Collector - Flat Plate

Many.different designs have been deVeloped for flat Ate collectors.

6asicallY, the flat plate collector-is a device which absorbs the energy falling
-

upon :t and transfers this energy to the transport medium. No attempt is'made to

concentrate the-sun's ene;*-.0n,a smaTler.area: aS.6 result, the maximum operating

-temperature of the -fluid in a, flat plate collector is usually less thaw 65?C- (150°F)

The eollector consists of an enclosure, insulation, glazing, and a flat alate and/or

tubing to carry the heat transfer medium.

Schematic Diagram o Cross Settion of Flat -Plate Collector

-63,
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MATERIAL'S USED IN FLAT, PLATE-COLLECTOR CONSTRUCTTON---

COMPONENT MATERIALS USED. COMMENTS
, .

Container:

.

'

Metal (Aluminum, galvanized steel)
Fiberglass .

,-Plastic

.
Lightweight, durable'.
Many 'plastics deteriorate ..

rapidly- on exposure to:
ultraviole=t radiation..

(There
unit
are often
of local

-

Wobd

.'-

.,-
. -

is no standarldized size for single units:
is difficult tor two-persons to handle

iksred. 2 x' 3 ft. units,may be. u,sed 'to
dvai 1 abi 1 i ty of this size sheet metal

t

May tietertorate becausd
of h-igh.stagnation-'
temperature (350°F) -and
moisture condensation.
a 4 x 6 ft.

4 x 4 ft. units
take advantage

.°)

nsulation:

(Trvo

Fiber glass Ss -wool)

PolYurethane foam

Styrofoam

to four inches of fiberglass insUlation

Has relatively' high -iri

-sulating vAlue, stable.
Eipensive, deforms over

1600F.
Flammable.

shbuld be used.)

G1 zi ng:.

(Glass

with
temperatures

Glass .(many types available) .
, ,

-tow iron g:lass (looks b
on edge),

Water white crystal (AO)
thicknesses- should 1:7. -1/8" or 3/16 double

one inch air space needed in colder regions
over 1600F are desired.)

Fiberglass ("Filon", "Kalwall")

Polycarbonates ( "Lexan" )

"Mylar", "Tedlar" sheeting

Polyethylene Film

Probably best,. but costly,
and breakable.

.88 transtnittance, common..

.02 transmittance;? 'costly

glazing
.,

or if

Good, but some loss of
transmittance with ultra-
violet aging (special
ultraviolet resistant
types - available at higher r

cost. )
Good, but, very expensive.
Reradiate infraredrmylar
undergoes ultraviolet'
degradation. .

Poor, -short life- (1 /2:.yr -)
. transmits Up to 40%

infrared (this repre-
:Tents a heat loss.)-'

Flat Plate: Copper
Aluminum

Steel, galvanized

Probably best. -
Corrosion problems if 'con-

tact-with other metals.-, . -Poorer heat conduction, May
rust evgntual ly.



COMPONENT MATERIALS USED COMMENTS

Tubing; Copper
Aluminum

Plastic

Best.
Possible corrosion

problems.
Poor heat transfer,

low temp. use.

Paint: 3M "Nextel" at
.

"Black VelVet"
Flat Black

:98 absorptivity with 93
emissivity, expensive.

'Should stand 4000F

Selective Coating:

(Selective coatings
there is a large
collector plate
collectors the

Black Chrome

Nickel Black
131 k o per Oxide

increase efficiency dramatically
temperature difference between

and outside air. For low
extra cost is probably nOt

Best, durable, .90 _
absorptivity and .15 to
.35 emissiv ty, but very
expensive.

c,

.

when
the

temperature
warranted -) --

Ii the heat transfer medium is air instead of Jicjuid, then no tubing is

required and just the flat, or corrugated sheet, with or without baffles, is -

used.

Some plateltubing designs:

mom,
o Plata Water ir Flowing n tin Channel
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Whep. usi, thick copper tubingthedistance between tubes should
,be - I " thinhcopper tubing, 4" apart. Equivalent sized,
:aluminum t bes thoulorbe spacgd closer;,plattic tubing must be
very clot Normally 1/2" or 3/4" copper tubing is used with

- 1 1/4- headers.

The tubing may be,eonnected in or seriet:as shown below.
The inlet is always on thelower side..

Each type of connection has its advantages and disadvan a. es; the
1 :

choice is not Critical.'
4

The Solar Collector Evacuated Tube Concentrator

There is one other type of collector that falls somewhere.between the

focusing reflectors discussed in theprevious section and the flat 'p ate collect°
A 0 _,

described above. It is the evacuated tube concentrator manufactured by several
. .p,..

. ,i.

companies. urposv is to provide heat energy for space- heating (Tadomestic .hot

water ata higher mperature than the flat plate collecto.r

Owens Corning Concentrator

evacuated space

parabolic con n rator

inner glass tube specially
coated to admit incoming radiation
but prevent reradiation of infra-

red

70



A-differentkonceptrator design,is shown below; it has an even higher

-4ef icioncv, up to 70%, and operates at a higher temperature.

This Ait is furnished with tracking equipment t *follow t e sun. The
a *

Fresnel Lens focuse,the sun's rays on )a ma diameter_

ihsulted, Collector.
.v

i,-

The sasfac area required of -the solar collector varies with -raphic
:-. ici x ,

d aft

locatjtn. A yery ro uh rqie of thumb is a one to three ratio of collec area
vi t.

. 0
to liv,ing space. Iii the colAer regions of the country it js still not'econoMical

to rely on soiSraheat or more 'than 59 percent of the total space heating

ube in the bottom of the

required, DomesVic hot watt,heatin1g by solar energy s'compe,titive at present

-1 :;
=0,
,

..
., vt

with'electric hot watr system in *much of the country. Solar collectors now

,

. .

V 'um
cost roughly Slp/ft2., enti4 ;,,Atems S2Wo 540 /ft Costs, howeve4r, ai-e

* { K

subject to rapidrchange. Systems intenrating,solariabo i g with solariMe ing

4
-V,

regutre the,
.

concentrator -tyke collect byseof the need for waXer
A $ V

or eca
,

temperatures of 93°C (200°F) orlmore.



SECTION

itillEari Medium

ACTIVE SOLAR SYSTEM

The.Tranport and Storage System

The heat generated in the sola collector must be transferred to where it

will be-utilized. This requires the use of a .fluid and is accomplished by natural

or forced convection. The two fluids used are air or water. Both fluid systems

have their pros and cons: the air system is more easily built and installed by

the homeowner while the liquid system is the one usually manufactured. The water

systems interface more easily with domestic hot water systeMS and use cheaper, more

compact heat-storage '(water tanks). The liquid systems are generally more efficient_

however, the operating temperature of the heat transfer.medium must be higher 72Q

to 82 °C (160 °.r to 180°F) if it isto be used directly in radiators or convectors,

-
o o

while air temperatures of 27 to 38 C (80-F to 100-F) are adequate for forced air

systems. It is easier to find leaks in liquid systems but, at the same time, they

are far more damaging. Liquid systems require simpler control devices but are more

likely to be plagued' with corrosion problems requiring expensive repel

In colder sections of the country, where freezing temperatures are encountered,

the sxStem must be protected against. freezing. Systems can be designed for rapid
%.

draindown from the collectors when temperatures reach a cer ainllinimo level or

when the system is not in use. A mare come% method of protection involves the

use of an anti-freeze mixture added'to the water. Most anti-freezes have a base of

ethyiene orjwopylene glycol, with various additives to Prevent corrosion. Many

anti-freezes are toxic and must not be allowed to contaminate drinking:water. The

'''IamdiUntAof anti-freeze needed in very cold climates adds considerable expense to a

ldrge system; in this case it is often - dvantageous to couple the fluid in the solar

collactor to fluid in the storage system by means o heat exchange unit. The
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reed for costly anti - freeze is then greatly reduced.

EXPANSION TANK

SOLAR COLLECTOR-40

_CLOSED LOOP

Heat Storage

HOUSE INTERIOR

PUMP' HEAT STORAGE TANK

Shoe the sun does not shine on the collector 24 heurS a day, 365 days:

-year, provision fore heat storage must be made. Heat can be stored as7sensitle

heat, in which case the temperature of a large mass of material is raised or it can

be stored as hidden or-latent heat. Latent heat is stored by causing a material

to undergo a phase change, (forexaMple, from liquid water to steam), or to undergo

certain reversible reactions involving hydration (the adding of #ater molecules to

crystals). The advantage of latent heat storage is. that the.amount of energy

stored per.unit mass of the substance is relatively high; therefore, storage volume

is greatly reduced.` There are still many problems that have not been solved for

latent heat storage. Most Systems now use sensible heat storage.

In a water system sensible heat storage usually consists of a large

insulated tank. The water is treated chemically to adjust its pH to a range of

8.0 to 8..5 to prevent corrosion of metal parts in the system. Water has a high,

specific heat co4ared to most 'Substances arksr 4*. e makes a good ensible
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heat storage,medium. The water may be used both s the heat transfer fluid and

-,the heat storage medium. The size of the storage tank depends on local conditions

and the amount of auxiliary heat available. The tank should be large enough to

provide heat during the night uhether it should be capable.of supplying heat for

two, three,orlive-consecutive cipudy days is an individual matter. A general

rule of thumb fs'that the tank should supply 15 BTU/°F of storage for every one

square foot of collector; this is approximately two gallons of water/square foot

of collector.

In an air sNstem, torage is accomplished y means of rock or pebbles.

Rock has a.spec-ifio heat approximately 1/5 that-of water with a density (weight/

volume) three times water. .Since rockw are solid, heat transfer must occur by

conduotion rather-than by convection, but since the conductivity of rocks is not

very high they must be rather small in site to give a good surface area to volume

ratio. Usually rocks one.to wo inches in-diamerer are use . Since the space

between the rocks, does not cants to to heat storage, the total-volume of the rock

equivalent water tank. For example,

a 1,000 -cubic foot tank of water (6,000 goons approximately) would be equivalent

bin must be slightly over Up times that of an

in storage to a rock pfle'of about 2,250 cubic feet (a pile roughly 20 feet by

18 feet by Meet).

Rocks are not Wecessarily.cheap and.may not be available in many areas.

They must be clean or -441e.air filters will keep clogging up. Usually_they are

non-corrosiVe,,and once in place need not be replaced or serviced in any way.

The rocks are often supported,by-astron ',metalArill at the bottom-of a vertical

cylinder. Air from the collector enters the top and is forced to the bottom of the

4 , -

pile Mitre it is returned; to the eotlector; bypasses are provided to pass the

e..

7 4
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hot air to the heating system directly if needed. Horizontal rock bed systems may

also be used. A general rule of thumb is thdt 60 pounds of rock,should be provided

for every square foot of collector area.

A few latent heat stdage systems have been constructed. As mentioned

previously the advantage is the much smaller storage volume required. For example,

a system using' the salt hydrate, GlauberS Sakt (Na 04 10H00),would require only
. 4

a closet sized spacer about', 115. fee- o provide the same heat storage-.as

4Af . 6

1,000 cubic feet of wateed, 2'250 cubic feet dr rock. Eutectic salts, -salt
'

= 4

hydrates, and paraffin. have all been tried. Paraffin is -one of theJdwiubtan eS

that undergo solid to liq"uid phase change at38.°C (100.°F ) which is in tie MMp
t 4

range needed. 4t is not recommended that 1 nt heat Star go; be%used at pre

The salt hydrates are subject -to settling out, which limits rehydration; they work

at first but ultimatelydiave to be replaced with new 'materials.

,
The optimum storage temperature. dependsupdh*what'useAss to b made of the

system. I f i it is to be u d for space heating then its temperature shoilld bein

the range of 40 to 45°C (1y3 to 3.31-°F). is to be used for direct cabling'

then it must be soMewhe e around-A to 15 °C (41 .
i

can-be obtained by ope ng the collectors'at'night wheiLthe
.

colder. If the system is to be useefe absorption ai"Ccondi

transfer fluid must be 120°C (230

Circulation and storage o raAsfer:meditim

pipes, ducts, pumps, and fans, and associated control equipm
. .

:may be necessary, to interface ;-a solar collector using wate
1:

medium with an existing hotAir system.,

changers
.

ransfer



SECTION XIV

SPACE HEATIN AC.TIVE. SOLAR

Flat Pia ollector Efficiency

Procedures have been developed by. NHS and ASH

compare collector efficiencies. Test facjlities,suc,

a

Exposure Test Facility in New. Mexico, have been set oac.ulat e collector

adopted by H

Desert Sunshine

efficiency following these procedures. Most major lector manufactUrers can

,

..4irovide, these independent test results to prospectiv
- .

th6se efficiency tests is the determination'of 93
y

The bas.15 of most

function 9T both the solar radiation intensity A
. .

amblept outside air temperature ''and- the:Col I ec

effiCAency,s defined as the ratio betveen.'the ene

and the. energy incident up& the c011ec-

as a

en the

ature. Collector

absorbed by the

n order, te e. mine these quantities, thecOl is set up outdoors,

d, connected to.the inlet; t era re sensors are attached to

of the collector. Tests ducted around noontime over a

SOLAR
PYZANQMETER 11-1,1

_DIEM AIR TEMPERATURE
Ur-450R (Tol

it)
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Data obtained includes: flow rate of fluid '(F), inlet temperature of fluid

(Ti), outlet temperature of fluid (T:),ambient air temperature (Ta), 'solar

pyranometer reading (Hr) BTU/ft
2
hr or KJoules/m2 hr, time (t) in hrs.

S'......- ,

Collector efficiency, n -------111° x 100' collected by fluid
Solar energy incident on collector -fl

The heat collected by the liquid is stored as sensible heat; we have already.

seen that this depends on mass, specific heat, and temperature change..;TherefUe,

we use the following equation:.

,Heat,collected by liquid (Q) - weight of liquid (w) x Specific beat of liquid

(Cp) x temperature change of liquid (AT).

Q(BT W(pounds) x CP(BTU/pounds °F) T )
4

The weight of the liquid passing through the system depends on the rate of flow and

the time.

Weight of liquid .= Rate of flow x Time

W(pounds)
F
(pounds/hou

OR

Kg = x- hour
hour

(hour

AT is the difference between the iperature of the liquid at the inlet and outlet

ofthecollector,T.To-T.) in OF or, o
C.

14'

The heat collected therefore is:

Q -FxtxCpx(To - Ti) BTU's or Kjoules

NOw in order tq find the efficiency, Q mint be divided by the incident solar

energy on the collector, The value of the incident energy, I, is found by the

following equation:



Incident energy ( = Collector area (Ac) time x pyranometer reading (H

I
(BTU)

= Ac x t(hr) x H
BTU/ft2 hr)

OR

Kj = m2 x hr x x hr

Therefore the efficiency =(n) =FtxCpxT x 100.

. Ac x t x Hr

In these tests, the efficiency is-plotted agains a parameter defined in

HUD specifications (ASHRAE and NBS differ slightly) as:

let temperature minus ambient outside air_tOM erature
Solar energy incident on collector

T. - T.
i a

I

of hr ft
2

BTU
OR

o
C hr m-

The, graph plotted, then, is collector efficiency vs. the parameter,

PERCENT
COLLECTOR
EFICILNCY

SINGLE GLAZED
COLLECTOR

50 DOUBLE GLAZED
,COLLECTOR

A
0

PARAMETER: - q-hr-D2
i. BTU

is not as easy -to picture the significance of this plot as it is some

of the other efficiency curves used. instead of plotting % Efficiency vs. Ti Ta-

another method plots % Efficiency vs. Absorber Temperature; absorber temperature

is usually ken as the average of the inlet and outlet temperatureS:
T + T.

PERCENT
COLLECTOR
EFFICIENCY

5 GLE GLAZED
100- COLLECTOR

LIRE GLAZED
COLLECTOR

141 °F
ABSORBER TEMPERATURE

ft .

7 8

2
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One can readily gee now that at high absorber temperature

marked increase in efficiency with double. glazing. HoWever, if you

in operating the collector at low absorber temperatures, then gingl

actually provide greater efficiency than double glazing.

A-third way of plotting efficiency curves plots collector efficiency vs.

thetemperaturedifference,(Tc-Ta) .The curves immediately above (% efficiency

vs. orbertemlberature) had to have been obtained at some aMbient,pir.temperature.-

Therefore, this should have been taken, into consideration since heat losses and

efficiency depends on the ambient air temperature. This nevi. way plottli19

effiiciencY-takWthinto account anemakes'thettirves more useful, You can

PERCENT
COLLECTOR
EFFICIENCY
100

- To) F

see the greatest efficiencies occur when the difference between the collector

temperature and the ambient air temperature is small. Remember the collector

temperature depends to a large extent on the rate of flow of the fluid through

the collecto a fast flow rate produces a lower collector temperature and therefore

a.smallerT-T
a
). This means the effic-iency will be higher. You donot want:

conditions near stagnation to occur because, not only do you run the risk of

damaging the system by overheating it, but you also have greatly reduced efficiency.

You hould examine each of the parameters lnvolved.in the determination of

the efficiency and learn-how it affects the overall operation of the system.

Careful adjustment of each (if possible) will result in maximum energy collection

and storage.
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NOTE; The above-discussion refers to a collector using a liquid heat

tritiSferagent. Slight modification of the equations may@ necessary, depending

on the particular units inwhich your eqUipment is calibrated. Fdr example,

perhaps 3/Our flow meter reads in gallons /minute (or perhaps you have no meter and
t

. you asure the flow by allowing the water to fill a bucket or pail). You then

need to use appropriate conv-rsion factdrs to change your value of .gallons /minute

to pounds/hour so you can use it in the equation.

you wish to apply this equation to a system using air instead of a

liquid,. then the:equation mustbe modified. If-.ydCdo not know the pounds/hr of

flowing through the'system but do know the velocity of the air through the

ports, then the-_6fficiency can be found by

2
% Collector efficiency = (densit xveloci x I x radius of ot x time)

Ac,x, t x HT

2
% Collector e iciency -dxvxr x t x C xaT x 100

Ac x t x H

-.Notice that time in the numerator and denominator wilt cancel out; however,

it-was lest here so that you can see that the numerator represents the absorbed,

energy and the denominator the incident solar energy. The problem in using these

eqUations is to make certain that units are consistent. yau can not use seconds in

one place And hours in another; likewise you can't mix metric and English units.

Be sure to convert your pyranometer reading to units consistent-with the rest of

the equation.



E HEATING. - ACTIVE SOLAR S-

Operation

e have discussed each of the components of an active solar heating system.

Here We shall discuss the operation of an entire system, such as the,Tiquid

system shown below.

SOLAR COLLECTOR
ARRAY

DIFFERENTIAL.
THERMOSTAT

cmcuLATioN
PUMP HI

,---------EXPANSION TANK
(NEEDED IF COLLECTOR
CIRCUITAIS' CLOSED Lpopi

STORAGE

-VENT

DGMESEIC WATER
PREHEATER

AUXILIARY HEATER

CONVECTOR HEATERS
TO HEAT LIVING SPACE

CIRCULATION
PUMP U2

The solar collectors are mounted on z south facing roof. .Their aVe placed

at an angle of linatfon, measured with the horizontal, )pf,roughly 100 plus

local latitude. This may vary; maximum efficiency would.be obtained if the

collector plane were always at fit angles to the sun's rays. kmisalignment of

much as 350 results in a reduction of incident radiation of only 10 pvcent.

The differenit -controller is ddevite that senses the teMperature onqhe
44' 4

collector absorber plate and in the.storage tank. When the collector temperature

a few degrees warmer than theUquid in the tank, the controller turns on

7-



a

circulating pump #1 and the system st4ress heat in the large tank. (The

might also activate various off-on valves that have not g:pn shown in the diagram.)

1-80!rd the end of, the day as the sun's rayS diminish the,' tank temperature

becomes higher than the absorberlOate;,the different aj, controller shuts off the

-water flow through.The -c011,4,04nd the water drains .out Of thb.collector back
.

into the storage. tank. The,expdnsion tank showbin the drawing is needed in case

the collector circuit is a closed lb* using a heat.exchanger to, interface with

the storage tank. When the living space thermostat ,senses _'heat" is needed- it

turns on circulating.. pump #2; heat is now transferred from the storage tank to the

.interior of the house by means of the convectors. In the event the temperature. of

the tank drops below that called for_by the thermostat the auXiliary heater

(gas,,ofi, electricity),is turned -on. By proper Use of control-devices and valves.-

(not shown) this au iary heater. couldb Used tb either circulate its oWer,.

heated water through the convectors alone or it.t6d10 add heat to the 'storage Unit.'

A heat exchanger is also shown that acts as a preheate for .the domestic

-hot water system.

A liquid system can easily be connec

forced hot air system as shown below:

4-to in er aced with) an exi

FINNED CONVECTOR
HEAT ESCHSNOER RACED
IN HEAT DUCT WORK

(V -2



a

at

_Liquid cel ector sys ems
-withforced

systems. The water temperature needed to space heat usir hot water convectors,

Figure 1, is 706to 853 (150 to 180°F); inthe case of forced hot air

Figure 2) the air temperatdre needs to be' only 27
o

to 38°C (80 to 100°F). 'Hot-air

collector systems also interface, easily with forced ai systems, but the control

and pumping (blowifig) of.air is more complicated and expensive than that of water.

The loldr-assisted heat pump may be a good choice for a heat-

much of the country. Figure 3 shows how the evaporator of the heat pip is coupled

to the heat storage tank of the solar coll'eotor system. The coefficient of

.er_fcirmanCelM0.13
one

of a heat pump (e
ne

temperature at which the evaporator coil

livin s e

input to compressor)
depends on the

operate. WThis is normally the outside

air temperatui.e. 2) The Rfficiency of a heat pump decreases with decreasing outside

air temperature. 3) At 0°F the C.O.P. is only about 1.4, at 30°F it is about 3,

and at 50°F-the C.O.P, is about-4. During very cold wfather, considerable savings

can be realized by-operating the- evaporator coils at
the4interNediate temperature

..of the teat storage tank, even though'this temperature may still be low compared
4

to that actually needed to heat the interior of the Muse. Furthermore, the heat

pump can be reversed in summer to cool the interior of the house.

CONDENS

SUPPLY
AIR DUCT

AIR

HANDLING
UNIT

EYAPORATOR RETU
MR DUCT_

HEAT
STORAGE.

TANK

PUMP
4

HEATING WITH THE SOLAR
CASSISTED HEAT. POMP....



:SECTION XV

ELECTRICAL SRC SOLA -CE1,LS

Direct eversion 0

means of a device called the sold

:gY into l ectri cal .energy isiposdlble by
Ic

or,photovoltaic cell Nearly everyone

has heard of these devices becaupe of their widel**N-aimed use aboard

vehicles. They are solid-state-devices cIesely related o the transistor; As

h of a class,of materials known as miltondtctors. These materials
1NIsi

have electrical resistances higher than those of fhe really good metallic-condutto

.such' as gold or.copper, but considerably lower than hoge of the poor conductors

(insulators) such -as-glass or mica.'

w,

Mpst'solar cells are now made of single crystals of silicon, - although a

l4rge number of compounds-.such as gallium arsenide, cadmium suifide,and cadMfbm
/
')

0.084gL

telluride are being estig ed. SeleniUm cells havl;' been uselrfor many years,
-*e . ,..

i11'

these have much-lower of icienties than silicon:cells.
: 4

Silicon atoms are similar to caon atoiiis,in that they have four valence

q'wk
electrons that they share, if possible, with other atoms in covalent bonds. This

covalent bonding, in which two silicon atoms share a Pair'of electrons in thei

outermost shells,` is the most stabi configuration for silicon atoms. ilico

-atoms therefore, normally arrange themselves in a cubic crystal lattice i which
4.

each atom forms four covalent bonds with its neighbors.

indicateg covalent
bond consistin%of
two shared ele4rons

,

8 4



heldfairlytight1 witSuch44a-eran

Pure silicon'i a rather-pcior-electrical conductor. Conductift dependt*bn.

1 ctrons that are relatively.free to move around through the crystal orIretallic,
4.

cture. dy adding.a small amours! of impurityito the silicon (^Oughly.j.part

per llion): this condition -can be altered Significantly. :Eor instance, If atoms.

,S 4Q

d d that have five .valence electrons larsenic,. pho,Sphorous, antimony) thereare

will

to mo

ca fled

e an e,xcess of non ,shared valence electrons; these will be relatively free

e around through the crystal:. Silken with such oricir,typh iiipurities is

N-type 5ilicpn, because -th cess-electrons act 6S -negative charges.-

pSiw......Si..ft. 1=,

I A
0

e 4 p

0
---Si As -Si--

Si
1

6

indicates-uhShared
valence electron)

On the othe hand, if impuritfes, such as boron, gallium,, or indium'having

Only three valence electrons are added, there will b% a deficiency of valence

.

electrons. .If these acceptor impurities steal valence electr from nearby silicon
.

impurities
.4_

atoms in order to complete their covalent bonds, holes will be left in neighbor g

r...

...,-

electron pair bonds. The holes represent a deficiency of electrons. and therefore
7

0
1

act as positive charges.

Si

Ga-

--Si ----Si 0-
6

t ,S

(Indicates hole formed
when electron:moved over
to complete gallium' s

--bonds)



-41±49-.itype-o -material'it called.T7type tilicon. The holes

ve around'through the'crystal .as atoms compete for electrons to complete their

.-

electmon pair bonds. It should be noted that the acceptor atoms (like gallium)

0 taking on an extrcelictton'becoine negatively cbarged.just as the donor atoms

like arsenic) etome-positively charged as they lose their fifth electronsAn the

N-type silicon. (There are also minority carriers: bol N-type silicon or

electrons in P;-type silicon. These ar,t from rima-1 breaking of bonds duo to

AAP-
theimal agitation; abtOrption of light e ergy, etc. )

he. solar Cell itself cAsisti'of a N -type silicon base with'dn-eitrefilety-
..

thi type silicon surface. The sunlight can actually pass through this thin

sur andpenetrate beneath the P-N junction. 'con ion leads are attached

to they,Opper and lower surfaces of the crystal.

SILICON SOLAR CELL-

P-N JUNTIOI

OTTOM SURFACE

,

* -FREE (MOBI1/4E) ELECTRONS ® _MED ELECTRONS

- FREE-{M _BILE} HOLES (S) _FIXED HOLES

-ELECT N-HOLE FAIRS CREATLU 0 -ORIGINAL POSITIONS
BY PHOTONS

_MAJORITY CARRIERS

c

0 - MAJORITY CARRIERS COMBINED AT
JUNCTION LEAVI NET AND + -

CHARGES IN R yGI



Consider the' Oevieus diagram. The interface between the P-type an

silicon-is 'known as the P-N Panction. When the two laye'rs are first'fbrmed; they

are electritelly hdutral When placed in contact with each other, diffusidriNdf

the majority, carrikr occurs; the holes in the P -type silicon and free electrons
4

in the N -type s licon; move toward-the junction where some of them combine pn

v I

become f-Pixed, The removal of some of the.electi-ons-from the N-type mptekal near

the P-N junction lewies a net positive charge in this. regien and the removal of

some of the holes from the P-type material` leaves net negative c ge.

This constitutes an electrical]Jotential or barriEllbectr ield across he.PA

junction. The build by of.this field prevent$ the rest of the-Majority carriers

from crossing the junction and Combining; this limits * unction potential

(voltage) to about 1/2 volt.

The surface of the solar cell_is_iow exposed unlight, Photons (the
- .

little bundles of energy'that make ,PP light) collide with tie valence electrons of
r.

the atoms of silicon on both asides of the P-N junction:- If'the photons Ave
a I

sufficient energy, they knock-the valence plectrons loose and he can act as

conducting electrons. In order for Oelectron fp beliknocked ldbse from an aibM,

ot

it has to ab rb a certain amount of energy. 'Th.amAnt of ene*gy that a photonAas,

*

depends on the frequency, or. wavelengh, of.the light. E hf where E stands for ,

t.

'energy inappropr4te units, or,a constant (Pitnck's-cons nt) and f.for

frequency. The higher the freqrcy (or the shorter the wavelength) the greater

the amount energy carried per phota. Tire is a certain minimum threshold

4 I

frequency of light belp which phomns will; not knock electrons out of a-peticular
-Nv

metallic element. In the cgse of silicon, -.all visible light and even some infrared
, a

a a

light (tp a wavelength of about q1,500 A(?' ) can knock-electrons loose from their

4

bonds so they,may become Conducting electrons.



When.a fqe electron is prodpced, so is a correspeRding hole which can

act effectively as .a mobile positive charge , As the electrOn-holt pairs are

Created by the photons striking the elktrons within the solar cell:the electrons
4

d 'the holes move Under the -influehce of theAarrier field-toward opposite faces

pf the cell. The fr;ee electrons are repelled by the net ne attve charge of the

P-typeregioh, toward the N-type region 'or b6ttom section of -4e cell;the

drian by the net positive, charge toward the top of P-iy ion. 0f dSu

holes'or electronsIgarrive at the top and bottom, surfaces o

electrodes are attached; recor b inatton'of lioles and electron

.
.

regionSof cyrstal, However, the displacelhVenor separa-

(electrons) toward the lbwer.electrode and:61es toward the uppe

a, poterilial di erence (voltage) between t surfaCes. If an

connected, Ao the two. electrode S4 eleCtrAS = avel, frhia the bot

N-type !region),-through the Wit.* heti load 1 electrode :and

where they combin with the holes.

-
In addWori to providing electrical ere

where the

throughoUt, both-

free charges,

establ i sties
a. .

ad .is

ehiales

have been used -a low energy. sources in very areas, as battery: cna

aboard boats and Indyigation buoyS, and_in-_communica temsf. However
.

widespread use liAc.been limited -y;:mieir coat, --tlfc6n itself is itiexpeosiY

k

n solar` 1 s andljt:-must,Pe jgrown slowly in

J-heA crySta 1 s are- GIs sliced wi th diamond-

it must 'be highly purified for
Al

, --_

. . .

isma4i ouantitieS into single cr

saws into thin .wafers a few hung n inch th, ''Carefully,contrWed amounts
=

of impurities must be introduce

the celq. :he typital

m the N and Player'S
.

.
, - .

prodUcesva tu reent ximum) of jaiiq 3CY ni 14i amperes

-

sou centimeter a i !TIM V e of about '1/2 Vol Maxi UM Rower bu'iput
-. --, ' -6



1.. .

.-_s Abou .15 urt 1 squareicentimeter. .Solar cells at-1,, of course
v --q ,.

.si-rt parallel of ser P privide higher voltage- and turrent-outputs:-.

c'.--- -,..- , ,, . . ,: 4. -, .7,!-.

productikn--ruri, cells ahaut 11 percent; maximum_ efficiency -appearsk

where ailoulid, t n 1960 the coSt of solar ce.11s was:-approxim

per -1975 the cost was Still. $30,00

terrestiall solar Cell unit, built in this Bounty, to date. is

consisting of- about 144000 individual cells (M

It is estimated that the cost of"solar cell- plus

he largest

kilowatt unit

Corpor ton
1,

near 44ashiflgton

educed to-About $200 per

kilowatt in ci der to become corvetitive for use ce4trakspowerr-stration,,genera'tion:

The use lized solar cell` power generation .also requires tirge tracts of

land., require roughl--

our projected electrical energy needs

There .a

quaTitifies of

facinties:
,... ..

beprovided

by 30 foot panel

the anti re' year,

:day. This is km

hbld. The initial

=land. to ,produce 'about 10)percent Of

year'

.* -s

he e420

e'twb poss-ible ways use so tat:14, .cal is wi

nd.- One involves the decentraliza.tionf 21

such a system ,much -of an individual Dome
2

ns, of a roof-mounted solar panel: array

qp.vost

rical genera g

electrical. needs w_puld

of solar cells

with a maxiMum

can produce over 1 -k

an adequate

COST. 1$

'At pres

kilowatts of powe

t the electrA

averaged -,ova

noon on sunny

probinitiire nowever;

electrical storage facilities aria ne

d

d At night,.wh

is most needed, the. sun -is not shining-On the SolarTe

the solar cells themselves, is- nat:cheap.
..

1 largesd*S' '-
,lk

tii , . .

n the elec ical energy
kiv .

§torage 6
A.

The other suggested way to use sola cellS wit ho

--of 1 d is way out 7- roughly 22,000 miles from the
V

that two geosynchronous power plants be constructed in, s



than that received by the

mounfted in a fixed position on earth.. Here in space the solar radiation

can ajWaysbeimSitioned at ;right angles,

h and the sunshine s twenty-four hours a day.

'rece6ing.Antenn
on eartH

EARTH

22.000 miles
earth

TWO wing-like solar panels nearly 3- miles in length and wide would generat'

electricity. This would be converted to energy, in the form. of mit_ °waves and beamed

down to earth by a transmitting antenna 1/2 mile :in diameter. On earth a receiving

.antenna at5out 4 miles in diameter would collect the energy and conv-rt it back -hit

electr,ttity',With. an overall. efficiency. of-about 60 pertent. Such would_

prOuce aboUt 5,000 megawat By today's standards, .a 1,000 megawatt power plant

iS' conidered large.

immediate- future..

Needless say, this- is not likely to be buiPt within the

90



SECTION XVII

LECTRIcAL PRODUCTIADN T OVER TOWER

In th, previous section we examined the di conversion,of light

energy into electrical energy by means of the solar cell. tg many

high cost. There ireadvantages were offset by its current prohibiti

other way roducing-eleotricity from the sun One invOlves

converting the sun's radiant energy into thermal energy and then into

electrical energy by means of a boiler, steal turbine, and electric gpnerato

combination. The-high temperature needed to prOduce very, hot steam is

obtained by concentrating the sun's energy on a centrally-ldcated, elevated

boiler (power tower) through the use ofamany focusing mirrors. The advantages

of such ystem are it's relatively high- efficiency and its advanced state of

technology. A large electric generator pne of,our.most-efficient machines,-

nearly 99 percent efficient; a large steam turbitieThasan overall efficiency

of about 40 percint. The high temperature of the steam produced by the power

tower (900°F to 1,0000F) is comparable =to that produced by conventional

fossil fuel plants. Focusing -type Collectors are inherently more efficient

than low temperature
(-

flat plate collectors; the efficiency of collection

and absorption of energy by the boiler could be as high as -90 percent. The

overall efficiency of the power tower

,over 35 'percent.

central receiving system would be

I
-There-are .basically two types ofloCUsing).refl systemS.- One makes

AD
use of movable flat mirrors arranged so that they:act,a large single parabolic..

surface with-the tower at. the focus. 'the second s m u es large individual

parabolic mirrors: that are also.movable. These tore ntrate the sunlight orb;

the sur ce of the tower. In either case, much o he overall cost of the system

is in he'cletrol and moving of, the mirrors.



bOiler

collector

boiler
collector

PARABOLIC MIRROR ARRAY

There are actuaiTytwo.types of high temperature collectors. One type

Absorbs energy over the whole surface of the boiler. This boiler may be enclosed

within an4evacuated-glaSs sphere. The other t.Ype works somewhat likei,:bladk body"
. , .

where the concentrated beams of radiant energy-are directed.intO a. cavity on the

,

side of the,: ltor. Coils inside the sphere-are heated by-the
, ,

co ec
,

1 g a,

ab,wrbed energy, d the water inside the coils it changed to high temperature



focused

ypeof7c011e6tor is more effteient'

beafrs-and: a greater.orecision in.tracking.

more ,sh

A number of power tower, units. haVe been proposed. One would Oonsist.

,a-150_foot diameter boiler Mounted atop 1*0-foot-high tower.

thouS,and- flat-mirrors -bout.I0 feet.acros__ ld-focUs the -sun's rays on-an area

on the boiler'SSurface The mirrors would -be positionedvon:abbut one Square

mile of land Jurfade-surrounding.theboiler. The Utput'of the system wouldpe

about 100 megawatts. -At ,tht oresent.tiffit.a.Amellemegawitt power tower is being.`

Over a

built for evaluation and testing near Albuquerque, New MOcice. Most engineering

studies have indicated that-these units should be competitive with standard.

fossil fuel plants. In particular, they'may be valuable for supplying power during

peak load demand. Should this_occur during the daytime, it would.minimize the

410 problem of energy storage for periods when the sun is not shining. gen Al,-

these power-plants would have :to be located in areas thai are reiativef ree.

.

, -, ,, .

.

of clouds since focusing collectors can utiti4tHonTY direct radiant energy;

diffuse radiation is of no value.



,csECTIQN:xvIII

The power tower discussed in the previoui section makes use of many mirrors

to,fOcus the sun's ra energy on a single centrally located boiler. 11Tbe

alternat ve to this islothe distributed system; this system makes..use of many

mirrors to concentrate.the sun's energy on a series of pipes containing the heat

transfer medium, which might be water, liquid metai, air, or sdme ber fluid:

----LThe_distributed.-_system,Can use, diffuse ligh to some extent- however 4 sinchoarhe
. .

transfer takes place at de.reMote collectors instead of it:the-boiler, and
.

the. temperature in most case "is considerably lower (200 - ser),

(90 7 250:0 the efficienty,is less. However, in a.few of these systeMs,

Oftracking parabolic mirrors can result in temperaturesOver 8009r(427°C).

se

A large number of distributed collector deigns are undergoing deVelopment

and testing under funding of,Sie United States Department of Energy.
4

these are shown in the sketches be) w:

W14'3 RAYS

AXIS OF REFERENCE
CYLINDER

MOVABLE COLLECTOR TURF-
(FOLLOW R EFERENCE CYLINDER1

IIREFERENCE CELINE)

e

FIXED MIR
LOWER FART

FIXED STEEPED MIRROIES SYSTEM

RS LIE ALONG
REFERENCE CYLINDER

Some of



the full scale- Model this_ unit would he about 10 m wjde, 180

andf16-m hi-gh..

Another system- b eing studied makes use' of segmented mirrors that 'approximate
. .

a cylindrical parabolC The: mirrors track -the ,sun and concentrate i ts'Inergy

on a'-fixed collector -tube- moynted in a minia at plat e 'collector aSSembly:

cauerfoR Tun MOUNTED
IN INSULATED BOX WITH

OLAVEID ON I onom se

, 1

In this parti n System, the col lectdr tube is a heat pipe surrounded*.

by a'glass evacuated cylindErr. A heat pipe is an:especially efficient heat transfer
. _

. .. . ..
de ce that. carries.energy from the hot end to the cool end of 'tttei pipe. An

, -

:enclosed liquid- evaporates at, the ,hot end,`of the pipe, at, the cool end,, con.

and is returned to the hot end by ,a wick Since this Pipe -is a closed systed7
02. - .-

heat exchanger is needed to trans energy from -we- pipe. td the operating fluid., .... -

I
it, -

I -= L

) 4 ., ,

O. an ordinary collector tubolcarryiRg water or Some other liquid could
,-..

. ei ,

be used in thi system -nstead heat pipe.

,
. 1

f 'these dis1,14buted systems. are ultimately. used to generate electri
. ..

then the heat d4fluithmus be pum-ectrto the -generating station, where the heat'.

sTd-
liquid such as water intoa6team in order _to cirlye a



urbing-,generator.v

A

One of ithe disadvantage of a distributed system is t

dwer tedipecature of the heated- fluid; 't may b necessary to 4eveloP turbinesrth4

ate-bn matirials other than steam since modern' steam turbines art destgned

-perate efficiently only at temperatures approaching 800 000°F C472 60,0°C

T ms could be used for purposes -other than producing

such as space heating or hot water production. They share' with the p wer tower

tem the disadvantage of requiring large heat, storage facilities and reduced

lectricity,,-

-efficiency if they are to be used iMes 4ather. than when the



SECTION X

In seat_

pergp,OnverRion'processes:by,whfch the Sun's

%wementi-oned thatone of

radiation can be utilized is

RhotoqheMical in nature;- i.e., photaSynt esis. .fact p otosynthesis is the

only pr tfbal.photochemical process by w ch solar: energy can be convened into

stored cheVcal energy TheComrilex Gess of converting carbon diqxide and water

in the presenc of chlo ohyll a sal r energy to carbohydrates (ped energy}

and oxygen is' Still not l to nderstood',;, it-has never been totaCTy:duplicated

fishes Ito utilize the sun's'energy'through directin the lab

photochemical conversion, he must turn to pfantk.

"The term biomass refers to-iilloTwisms living or dead, that cover- the'

_

earth; as such It includes all plants and animals, and-their waste products.

Biomass, i measured,,innits of mass or volume per unit area As abpotential source

of energy, biomass is often defined as growing plant material, or using organic

wastes, including human and animal wastes such as garbage, manure, crop residue

and sawdust', for fuel. Biomass. conversion is the process of obtaining' useful

energy froM biomass. Our bodies do this when we eat foodi; the energy stored in

the d is used to supply our bodies with the energy needed to carry- out body

functions. 'This, of course, is not-the biomass conversion process we intend to

di cuss here;.rather, we will examine some ways id which biomass may-be converted
N0,

into-useful,fuels,_orused directly asan alternative to the dwindling supplies

of fossil' fuel.

We will start by looking at the_photosynthesi roce e standpoint

of solar ener igy.conversion. The other conversion processes we have beemleoXing

faced
, . _ ,,

at use the sun's energy directly1--There we are f with at least one intermediary

-93p
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energY'photosP1t4sis, --t-orehemica.l.energi-burning.useuseful

energy. Additional steps -might be- ,the biomass' were
.--# _

. ,
but 1 n§tead.-:conve rted fi rSt-t.o. hi gher--41ual tY:fUel '; 7 .--E4h timer adOitionaL'cooVersi.on..

. .

c

'In an earlier section we -Saw that he amount solar energy .: arr...
. . 2,

was': apOrpkiMately 1..94 'cal /cm /Min, 'but by the tithe thlsedge of our-04sphere

averaged oven the_whole.earth'-%;-surface.andllepletion had occurred as the _solar

beam passed throUgh the atmosphei-e,-the 'amount of available energy was'- reduced tp--

_2 .an average of _About .25 cal/cm MAIN HoweVer, at any one spot, the maximum -_-insolAtion

e-

Ving a the

was

Alight be as much -as 1.4 cal/cm2/miti;.`at solar'.nopn on a brigrif', clear day. We also
- /

noted that on an average, roughly 47 percent of the original- solar beam was absorbed

by the ekrth. This is not, however, the amount',6 energy 'available to the'plants;

most of this is either-reflected-or reradiated-, removed b'y-conductien convection,

or stored as latent heat in the evaporation of water. Enemy conversion is then

futther, reduced 50 percent because only. wavelengths in the visible region of $he

spectrum are effeCtive in the photosynthesis -process. About one-nalf !of the

141

-dent radiationrPat the surfate is -in the visible spectrum. Altogether, about-

ent Of the sunli`ght fallin

in the photosynthesis process.

on the surface.of the earth is used by plants

Laboratory. investigation has shown that the upper limit of conversion.

efficiency for photosynthesis solar energy ------- plant chemical .energy) is about

30 percent. However, plants seldom-find ideal conditions; the temperature may be

so low thit only minimum conversion occurs, water supplies may be limited, or other.

-.essential' nutrients -may be lacking. Therefore even -though_ th plant may be receiving

sufficient sunlight, littli conversion to biom ss occurs: In addition, much of
1 '-- _-.,-
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lieenergy absorbed ,by_the plant ins usd in,respiyation and maintenance 'ratherhan-
I

bidmass production. The'end result is that photosynthesis efficiencies range from

-to 3. percept, with an average around-1 perEent.

All in all, somewhat less than 1110 of one percent (0.1%) of the.total

arriVing at the earth's surface is converted by plants into stored chemical

energy throudM thr-process of photosynthesis. If this biomass moyes up through

food chains about = 90 percent of the ivailable-energy lost at each step or

exchange b een organisMs. See figure 1).

ENERGY LOSSES IN FOOD CHAINS t
Pnrceni of Original Eriergy of plants Remoining After Exchon

CARNWORES 1%

'HERRIVOiES 10%

NAN TS .190%

tant to reme er P also that while

ultimately to the biosphere and recycled, energy ust be. ontinkusly Supplied,

urned:

since it flows trough.the sysVempily once, ending

lost in s.space. ( See fi gure 2

eventdally.as heat energy
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SPACE BIOSPHERE

en

on]

Kay MASS .FLOW

..
\ * 1By, now you should recognize the f that the process of onve tibd sotsolar

:-.
.

.

rgy int biemass...1S'extremely inefficien nefficieneas,it may b it the

y so
.

our food Supply. Furthermor'0 it does%offer-us and 'more avenue by.7, ..- \ .

.

btain epergy from the s-un. P

ENERGY FLOW

sai -eariier that bimass is .often? placed i-n ome of -two les from
.----

pair of enrgyconliersionr_ owingof plant materiaV r the using of

wastes,. _ 1

stand-

ganic



Plant, material, of Cdurse, is used for food, '.as well as for ener

production. Whether existing crop land should be removed- froth fond productif
4 _ '- \

_lb order to use-it for energy prodUcticontis a difficult questiorn Many people_ _ .
t

.,

WITeve that drxiitin-g -ci-dri-. land iilre-idy needed -for food, not- energy. But

imerican agriculture, .as Presently practiced; places great reliance.on outside'

energy suppliesisiuch as chemical fertilize and mechanized labor, for crop

productiorr, and hence

token into account.

is extremely inefficient when these:outtide energy sources are

terms of energy, natural grasslands are far more efficient

thin intensively farmed `It has been suggested that more energy efficient

crops than th se presently used can be found. F9r example, photosynthetic

fficiencies, of 20 to 30 percent (of-gross productivity including both bioma

conversion and heat of respiration) have been obtained in the laboratory

alga Chlo-ella. This is roughly ten times the' efficiency of corn

2.2%)-Or pastUreflAnd

using-he

production .(1.6%)

,,Certainland-plants Oroducehighlapliftdomass,'and as a result.bave been,

suggested fof eitherfood or energy production. These include sunflower, comfrey,

krat- sudan grass, and nap-ter grass. Fast kgrowing trees, such as poplar, ash,

and sycamore,- could ke: sed.for energy production.

as brush and cut every two to three years.

T se,trees Could be grown.

The tremendous quantities of organic waste produced each year in the

_to '

United States could also- b converted into energy. his would include°SuCh materia s

sp
as manure (200 million tons) crop and food wastes, (390 million tons ) , logging

and wood manu (55 million garbage (100 million tone), and sewage

(12 million tons) (Thete are 1971 f ures for dry weight quantities). :Of course,

not5all o this materiel it ,readily collectable. It.is estimated that the readily
.

collectable wastes -could fUrniSh about three precent of our energy -needt. At is

.also argued that crop and food wastes could better he used by returning them to the



ti 1 i ZP-rs -an soil conditioners, rather than in energy product on, since
ve' such a low overiall IA.:mass convecsion efficiency en way.

actual .cliemi cal processes used to bbtairi, energy fr9m.this organic
was omass can be divided into thermal,. or eak utrifig processeg, and

olo cal Piiocesss. Heat demanding proces'sq iii51urie direct burning, pyrolysis.,
:--- hyrir pnation, hydrogasific tion, and acid hydrolysis; bio:Idgical processes

,include composting, anaerobic digeStion., and.ferMeilfation.:1 These are summarized,. .. .
1 ' ,

*L.
below:

Direct burnin

way to re ever ener

probably -the most straightforwar'd and chpest
rom biorpass.. Efficiemey, in terms of tire recovei

is between 60 and 80 percent.- This could be usedtto,supplement-or,

replace fossil fuel use in the home. Municipal! garbage an trash could be

used as a supplerhentary fuel at, power plants.

rplysis

tempera

phis 1 s a Process 'in, wt lob organic wastte are heated, to:high-

-MO:- 900°0 irr the absence of air to cause a decomposition,

into seieta-L combustible produEts char, oil and gas. Some. studies :Dave

shown a netYloss in energy in -the process; more

eFirOluctt. 1. Destructive

refu.se;- dsllaton his

can be ,obtained tth

applied to wood odd

'(wood

H

energy is expended Ulan

distillation Yrolysis

used to r cover methyl

"No

this process hydrogen'ided taicartroli Molecyle
a

jn

the substance by heating in, the presence of s -catalyst.. Often tDe .process

uses carbon monoxide artd ste at very (high pressure J.;00- 6,D80 p
--

-
: 4 'I

i

Low sulfur of can be obtain d in this way.



lAydi-obasifica ion Organic wastes such:as manure an be-reacteddireply-.

with hydrogenA at high temperature (500 600 °C) and pressure (1,000

o
,

produ&e,methane dndpthSne,gasi.

Acid A drolysis:* Wood wastes can be treatedwith hedt convert'and acid to cone
,

them /into sugar. The sugar is then fermented and distilled ,tw,prod ce'-

.

,.

alcohol (g ain%al

Fe mpntation: Orga nic wastes are decomposed in the a- bsence of air by the

action of yeast. k Ethyl alcohoL fuel ; is produced.

Anaerobic diction' This-isthe.bacterial digestion of organic wastes

the absgrce of ai oftrOduce-methane gas.
%

Ctimpostt* BaOtteial dts*ttionA)f organic wastes practice, Plapt

.
j.

wastes'and manure, only) in the.pretence of oxygen produced soil enriching-
. -

and conditioning substances (compost)

'As seen,organic.wastes (biothat,$) Can be Converted into'fseful ergy by

number of different processes. Direct burning of wood it perha-ps the most

ficient,of,these;-. for example, it prodaCei roughly five times the energy

riv?Fiductlby burn7ng ethyl alcohol Al from he sam quantity of wood.

Growtnv Collection and conversibh Of biomass 'require large sums' of
4

n-most case0.- Oflem.a net edeFgy saving could be realized just by

the eliMination of waste and the recycling of the materials rather than

yth coriversion-,into ergy.



Sdlar,heattnghas dot -yet come of age, but stprowing upfast.

the past few years several thousand solar heated hoMes have been built.

amounts of state and federal monies are being direct6a toward solar ene

research. New and existing companies-are rapidly entering the solar

the sollr products fferket,is in.a state of flux and development.

However, it is difficult to Asess ghat role solar, energy will play in.

tt0-immediate future. Costsfor-other'energy sources.are rapidly increasing as

4 A

suppli are being depleted. Unfortunately, much of the general.public

Increasing

still
.*

Perceives the energy crisis as the cries of alarmists, or as a conspiracy of-the

large oil companies, or at least as a plot of the environmentalists.

Legis ation tonceiiiing solar energy and "sun rights" is also in a state of

flux. At the present timethere are nb olar acre rights laws in force in this

coUntry, althpugh a few states have recently adopted legislation that in some ways
4-

establishes solar rights,.' Sevefal states have passed legislation'for state
4

"-financing/of solar energy research and development. 'A few states aft' Many_ = _ .

/
dommunities now have solar heating references in building codes.

any states are actively encouraging solar energy use RIOS otabfy in

the area di,tax -incentive. According to the. National Envvronmental Systems

Contractors Aspciatiom theseystates now °Mr solar tax incentives:'

deduc -ng the cost of cola
income '.axes, amortized over 36 months.

F

devices froOsta e

-Calif° di -formerly-a-Armedv-10-percent 'credit; urto $1,000-
against p .sonal income taxes. Under a new law, r sidents of tingle-

_ -Samilydwellings,,now-willbe-entitledte-take-either-a---55-percent
income tax credit or $3,000, wHichever is'the lesser, for sums
they. spend on-solar. energy equipment for heatidg cooling, ventilation,
or.to.provide hot water.

-4
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Connecticut: -permits-muniCipalitiesjo. exempt solar eqUipment from.
property taxes for 15 ye4rs after construction.

a: solar equipment is'exempt from sales tax and from property

Hawaii: allows a property tax.exemption and 4 credit 'of 10 percent
of a solar,system's cost against personal income tax,

Idaho: Permits Mdividual taxpayers an income tax deduction of 40
percent of the cost of new or retrofit systems in the first year, 7

then 20 percent fbr the three following years, Lip to $5,00.0 per
year.

Kansas: allaws a 25 percept ,income tax' credit up to $1 000 for
residences and $3,000 for commercial buildings.

,Maryland: grants city and counts governments the power toallow
credit aga nst property taxes.

New York:. exempts solar heating equipment from property tax assessments.
.

Vermont: permits towns to offer property tax exemption.

.While theconversion to solartieating in an houSe (retr g)

may be economically, ma -al, there are certain tax advantages to inclu olar

heating in. new construction. If the cost of the solar installation is covered by

the'llortgage,,theri the monthly interest. and TIOncipal payment on this .portion of

the loan can be considered to replace the usual utilityrbill for,oil, gas, and/or

electricity: :The interest payment is tax Aeductible, anb,the principal represents

a capital.investment rather than an operating cost.' It is as if you were buying

your own litEle utility company.'

There are perhaps factors other than economic that Might be worthY of

condideration. -A solar heating system makes one a bit more independent; the sun

1
is perhapS more predictable than those who decide upon oil embargOs or wars.

. s.

-
.There is somethin xy basic about returning to the sun for its direct energy.

You -know that yware:not contribting to the 'degradation of the envii"onment and



you are. 41lot tacitly aping the _plundering of vast areas b'f.land by strip

mining iw.the pollutini of :the- coastal areas\ and
.

ping beds by oil spills, or the

potential problems of nuclear wastes. Even now there are a fewlidealists who

are ready and wi ll ing to shake the fossil fuel habit.; others will. wait until -the

dollar sign beckd is, and that may, be sooner than you think.-


